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Loans available through local banks

Letters
back on
campus

By ALLISON MILLIKAN

llorroW.CKi ..... .·. . . .

Staff Writer

Many Murray
State
students who seek loans to
pay for their education are
unaware of the Federal
Unsubsidized Stafford Loan
Program offered through
area banks.
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid, said
the Stafford Subsidized and
the Stafford Unsubsidized
Loans fall under the Federal
Family Education Loan
Program.
He said the subsidized
program is strictly a needbased loan, while the
unsubsidized loan is not.
"This program is the

By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

The Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity has been
granted permission by the
Murray State University
Judicial Board to wear
their fraternity letters on
campus.
On Feb. 3, 1993, the
Judicial BQard passed a
sanction saying that
members or anyone
associated with the
fraternity
members,
including the Jittle sister
organization could not
display on campus the
letters "Pi Kappa Alpha"
or "PIKES" for the
remainder of the Spring
semester, as a result of a
hazing incident in Nov.
1992.
Don Robertson, director
of Student Affairs, said
the division of student and
judicial affairs wanted to
recognize the fraternity's
fulfillment
of
the
sanctions throughout the
semester.
"As we looked at the
progress they have made,
we saw that the fraternity
has fulfilled a11 of the
requirements of the
sanctions so far," he said.
''We wanted to show them
that we recognized the
positive work th~y have
done."
Robertson said Student
Affairs and the Judicial
Board also felt that
allowing the fraternity
members to wear letters
would be a morale booster.
Jimmy
Carter,
fraternity spokesman and
receivership
board
member, said the decision
to allow the chapter to
wear letters again is a
nice gesture on the part of
the University to help
bring the chapter back
together.
"In our eyes, these guys
are
facing
enough
adversity from
this
incident," he said.
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largest single source of
financial aid for students
both at Murray State and

national,'' McDougal said.
McDougal said students
must first go through the
student financial aid office
to begin the process of
applying for a Stafford Loan.
"Based
on
federal
guidelines and some state
guidelines, we have to
determine eligibility for that
student," he said.
McDougal
said
the .
University's
process
includes confirmation of the
student's classification,
major, eligibility in program
and estimated graduation
date. Academic progress
based on federal standards is
also something that must be
investigated
by
the

University before turning the The Bank of Murray has had
good response with the new
paperwork over to a bank.
Federal
"The final decision about Unsubsidized
Stafford
Loan.
making that loan would rest
"When somebody brings in
with the lender and/or the
their
application we see if
state agency," he said.
they
have
any accounts with
McDougal said the state
us," she said. "That's not a
agency, which is the
Kentucky Higher Education prerequisite, but what is with
Assistance Authority, takes us has to be in good
the school's and bank's standing.''
Killebrew said once that is
application and endorses a
done,
a credit report is filled
loan request to the bank.
out and there cannot be any
He said at that point, the derogatory information on it.
student, school, bank and She said as long as there is
state agency also are in the no bad credit, the bank will
same partnership with the provide the student with a
federal government .
loan.
Sandra Vincent Killebrew,
Please see LOANS
Student Loan Representative
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for the Bank of Murray, said

.A dministrator,
coach retires
after 46 years

ROCKIN' AND ROLLIN'

By ANGELA SCHADE
,Reporter

Photo by JUD COOK

Nervous Melvin, a ba nd fro m Louisville , performed In front of Elizabeth Hall
Tuesday night to a crowd of students anxious for a change In the normal campus
routine. The event was s pons o red by the University Cente r Board.

After being associated with
Murray State University for
46 years as a student,
teacher,
coach
and
administrator,
Bill
Furgerson has decided to
retire.
"I've been here aa a fulltime employee since June
1956. I've done about
everything you can do in my
interest area. It's time for
someone else to do it,"
Furgerson, the coordinator of
Bill Furgerson
placement services and
Retires after 46 years
director of Veteran's Affairs,
said.
Furgerson came to Murray
In addition to his job, State as a student in 1947 on
Furgerson has written a a football scholarship. At that
manual for Murray State time, he met John W. Carr,
students on how to prepare a the first president of MSU,
resume effectively. This and since then has known
manual is available in the every president of the
University bookstore.
University.
''The greatest source of
Furgerson played on the
satisfaction is helping irrst Ohio Valley Conference
students prepare resumes championship football team
and business letters," he in 1948. He played in the
said. "I've worked with Tangerine Bowl, the only
students in developing their bowl game Murray State
tools and sltills required to
Please see RETIREMENT
wage successful campaigns
in the job market."
Page 12A
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_C ommunity colleges bypass Murray State
By TIFFANY DEVINE
• Reporter

In western Kentucky,
community colleges have
surpassed Murray State
University for the last five
years
in
enrollment
increases.
Despite slight declines for
some schools, including
MSU, the average enrollment
has been positive for other
institutions . However, MSU
had the smallest average
increase per year.
Fred Crooks, institutional
researcher for Henderson
Community College, said
that it is impossible to give a
blanket statement for the

differences because the
demographics of each area
are unique.
"In some cases there has
been an increase in
population," he said. "There
is also more demand by
employers
for
skills
available
through
community colleges."
Crooks said community
colleges
provide
that
education in less time for
less money.
Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions and records at
MSU, said part of the reason
for the difference is the value
system in western Kentucky.
The thought is that it's

better to stay close 1 to home
and get a job in your home
town, Bryan said.
"The four-year institutions,
especially on the science
level, are stronger and
graduates
go
on
to
professional schools," he
said.
Another
reason
:is
economics, said Larry
Miller, dean of student
affairs
at
Owensboro
Community College.
"When unemployment is
up, college enrollment goes
up," he said. "It also depends
on the program. Some areas
need more education, but
nursing and health majors

Campus Capacity - - - - - - - - - •
Comparison of the percentage occupancy in campus residence halls
for the past five years:
95.0%

1987
Source: MSU FACT BOOK
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Enrollment Comparison • • • - - -

Comparison of enrollment figures at MSU and area community
colleges during fall semesters:
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After years of planning and anticipating, the
Regional Special Events Center may become a
reality.
Groundbreaking for the center could begin
this fall, and MSU is within $198,000 of its $2
million fund-raising goal. The center will be built
by architect Nick Warren and should be
completed 20 to 24 months after construction
begins.
Some MSU employees have mixed emotions.

98.1% 97.5%

989

here are grabbed up after they
graduate."
Miller also said professors
at OCC spend more time' in
the classroom than professors
at four-year institutions
because they are not
pressured to do research.
"In the selection process,
teaching experience and
enthusiasm are the most
important," Miller said.
The
reputation
of
community colleges has
improved as well, said
Sheree Koppel, coordinator of
curriculum development,

5
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Eadh Week Activities Index
The newly formed Great Rivers
Group of the Cumberland Chapter of
the Sierra Club and the Center for
Environmental Education at Murray
State will co-sponsor an address given
by Dr. Paul Yambert, adjunct professor
of Industry and technology Tuesday,
Apri120.
The presentation will be at 7 p.m. in
the Mississippi Room on the third floor
of the Curris Center.
The meeting is part of the Earth
Week activities. Information about
membership in the Sierra Club will be
available at the door.
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SGA elections •g3
Presi dential
candida t e

April 16, 1993

'Il1e Mwray State News asked each of the candidates 1n contested races for
the Student Government Association 's Executive CouncU two questions;
What do you thlllk are •ome of the bigHt problem. faclDC IISU lD the
upcoming year? and If elected, how would you ue your po•ltlon t o help
•olve t hose p r obl em•? Their answers below have been edited for
conciseness and space considerations.

1993·94 Student Govemment Association Candidates--Humanistic Studies .

President

Science

Jason Hawkins
Brian Van Horn

Kara Beth Boyer
Amy Fennel

VIce President

Education

Michelle Lane
James Woodyard
Heather Grogan
Breece Hayes

Beth Bougher'
Ty Hiter
Kathy Jester
Adrienne Pankey
Becky Putney

Secretary

Traci Hamlin
Jarrod Smith
Alison Ward

At Large

Trent Bates

Fine Arts & Communication

Treasurer

Bobby Glass
Paula Jean Harrelson
K!mDirks

Chad Angle
Blane Hawkins

Presidential
candidate

AmyBu6
Meg Sommeri<amp
Julie Ramsey
Tracy Ross
Ashley Morgan
.
Brian "Brum• J<assing
Pam Gravely
J. Patrick Wilkerson
Mike Elkins
Jeremy Nelson
Jay Graham
Nikki Almand
Dian Moorman
Bill Boehm
Denise Brockman
Will Jay Bennett
J. Scott Mcintyre

'·

Industry & Technology
Name: Jason Hawkins
Tonja
Day
Hometo wn: Dixon
Tony Folz
usn ess & Public Affairs
Classification: Senior
Tara Gatlin
·
Jeana Calhoun
Major: Finance
JlmmyWray
Bob
Hayes
The biggest problem facing
students today is the question
"Eleotlons take lao8 Wednesda In the Cun1s Centet.
of fee assessment. Over the
Source. SGA OFFICE
past several years, students
have s een their costs
incr ease while their services Candidates for vice president - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Name: Breece Hayes
Name: Michelle D. Lane
Name: James G. Woodyard
are going down. At this time, Name: Heather Grogan
Hometown: Cambellsville
Hometow n: Hopkinsville
Hometown : Smithland
t he University has no means Hometown : Murray
Classification : Senior
Classification: Sophomore
Classification : Junior
of determining how all of Class: Junior
Major: Pre-veterinary medicine MaJor: Special Education
Maj or: Biology/Pre-medicine
t his (student activity fee) Major: Social Work
Ironically, of all the great
The focus of the VP's
I see several problems
The role of the vicemoney is allocated. Some the
activities
at
MSU
offers,
I
attention
lies
with
the
UCB
including:
Increases
of
the
president
of SGA is a two part
money is allocated out to
feel
that
our
biggest
problem
where
he
is
responsible
for
student
activity
fees
and
job.
Firat
you are the vice
organizations, but the bulk is
placed in the big black hole lies in this same area; programming for student students don't understand president of student senate.
• called the "gep.eral fund ." In student apathy. MSU offers a oriented events and making why the fees are being In this role if I am elected I
addition , other fees to the wide variety of growing sure they are marketed and increased. Parking spaces will work with the senate to
s tudent s have increased. experiences outside of class, executed effectively and well. being taken up whenever the discourage budget cuts by
Retention seems to be a and I would like to see The new proposal which university has ball games, or petitions and protests. I would
p r ob lem a s well. The students take advantage of passed concerning the big events. The retention of try to explore why as our
grants
will minority students. I would tuition is going up our
administration is currently what their school can do for incentive
them
.
undoubtedly
come
up
again.
I like to have the university services are going down. As
developing a new marketing
What I would like to do is feel that the VP position give an outline of why the the president of the
plan, but this plan does not
~
th
would pack enough leverage fees are going up There University's Center Board, I
concentrate on our regional creat e ways J.Or
e genera1 to make my say less should be a way that when
area. We need to· retain the population of students to have a v • dab e .
d
t
. k
h
would try to have several
1
0 1
students we h a ve, and not a voice in the activities that
stu ents ge a tlc et t ey concerts instead of one or two
are brought to MSU. I want to This university has a should be able to get them a semester by b oosting
drive them away.
If elected to the position of see the activity fee put to use commitment to growing overturned except for the participation
S tud e nt
Government
allow more events for the
As sociation president, I to
student to enjoy. I want the
would be allowed to get new student ---·•t•n~ team, hire is a video rental program for
would use my position and SGA d oor t 0 be open t all programs. We are the mo e m·non"ty fia lty
1
~ SGA to be
r
cu
an d students and sponsoring
vote on t he Board of Regents Students an d ,or
.
a
customers and our needs staff, and recruit more nonto be a mouthpiece for the true student representative.
must be met.
events in conjunction with
athletic minority students.
the Athletic Department.
students. I know that students
are sick of broken promises, Candidates for treasurer ----------------------------------------------------------so I can't promise that these Name: Chad Angle
for the students in solving Name: Blane Hawkins
more lots and have SGA
fe es would be reduced . Hometown: Evansville, Ind.
problems that we will face. I Hometown: Franldort
match
a ~tap ~f what
However, I will promise that Classification: Senior
will make an eft'ort to li8&en Cla•slflcatton:JUtllor
they put up to develop those. I
the students will be my f1rst Major: Business administration to the concerns of the student Maj or: Accounting
priority. I would like to be
I would like SGA to set up would like more weekend
body before I take a stand on
political scie~
able to set up a board to
any issue. I will also stress scholarships to help with events, giving those here on
If
I
am
elected
treasurer,
I
allocate the activity fee to
costs. To end parking weekends more to do and
will continue to work hard to the other officers that they rising
different organizations.
problems, MSU could develop getting more students to stay.
should do the same.

a•nwars
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Name: Brian Van Horn
Hometown: Benton, Ill.
Classification~ Graduate
Major: Public Administration
MSU is faced with what I
consider to be three big
problems in the upcoming
year : budget problems,
student representation, and
student service shortages.
The students at MSU have
recently
been
given
increases in tuition, housing,
dining, and an additional
Curris Center fee. These
increases make it impossible
for several students to return
back to school in the fall
semester. The last problem
I'm worried about is the
student services that are to be
provided for the students. If
the students are to be paying
more than they should also be
getting more in return.
If elected president of the
Student
Government
Association I .feel that many
of these problems could be
solved or improved upon. If
elected I would inform the
Board of Regents of student
concerns that deal with the
budget. We have given our
part to the university and 1
would work to show that the
students can not suffer
another increase in fe es.
Another impor.tant P'-rt of
thia pl'Oefts is to ttlfderstand
where the money that we are
paying is going. I feel that
there should be more
interaction between students
and the administration.
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2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

Monday April 19 from 4
p.m .-7 p.m.
We w ill be squaring off
with a
good ole Western BBQ.

•Ir-------------------------~
e~
F 1BUFFET SPECIAL~~
~
~I

Join us on the Stables
patio and
Cutchin Field for great
ribs and
fixi n's, buffet style.

1
1
I

2 all-you-can..eat
lunch buffets

s5

99

l

:

•Drinks not Included .. ~·· good tbraugb 4/30/ 93

L-------------------------~

r -------------------------~
~~
BUFFE'I"SPECIAL$l
:
2 all-you-can-eat
99 l

1

I

Dinner buffets

$6

•

I

• Dt1nks nat fnclnded .. .pedal IDCJd tbraugb 4/30/93

L-------------------------~

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday, 1 1 a.m.·2 p.m.: Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
·
Dinner Buffet Monday tbru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Must present coupon when ordenng.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

..-------------------DELIVERY SPECIAL
Large, 1 Topping Pizza

$5 per person

$6.99eqmes
Chestnut Street

4/30/93

753-665 6

n.
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Students to have more input
By LEIGH LANDINI
Associate Editor

Students may soon have a
voice in the distribution of
funds from the student
activity fee.
The Board of Regents at its
March meeting approved
establishment of a committee
composed of students and
staff members to examine the
: activity fee structure and how
; those funds are allocated at
,.Murray State University.

E The

Student Government
Association passed an
amendment to the Student
.Senate by-laws during its
: meeting
Wednesday
· establishing the Student
Services
Evaluation
Committee.
According
to
the
amendment, the committee
will be responsible for
reviewing selected "student
services," and establishing

evaluation criteria for the
services. The comri:rittee will
also
present
recommendations to the Student
Senate, the associate vice
president for student affairs
and the "student service"
concerned with the issue.
Evaluations
and
recommendationJJ will be
available to the Board of
Regents.
The amendment also states
that, following the first
evaluation, the committee
will recommend to the
Student Senate either to
remain as an evaluation
committee or to become an
evaluation/allocation committee.
The amendment will be
forwarded to the Board of
Regents for final approval at
its May 8 meeting, said SGA
president Todd Logsdon.
Lopdon said he •upport•
the formation of the
committee and believes that

student input is essential to
the allocation process.
"Even if students don't
determine specific budgets,
we should evaluate those
services that directly affect
us, as students, to determine
their effectiveness," he said.
"And if they deserve funding
at either the current level or
at a revised level."
The committee will be
composed of the SGA
president, treasurer, three
senators selected by the SGA
president, a chairperson
selected through the same
proceu as other SGA
committee chairs, the UCB
non-traditional/commuter
student chairman and the
UCB
multi-cultural
awareness chairman.
In addition to the studentS,
other ex-officio, non-voting
members will be the director
of the Curris Center/student
life, the coordinator of

NEWSBRIEFS

student activities and a
budget adviaer eelected by the
SGA president.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Currie Center and student
life, said the committee
should allow students to
become better educated about
the University. After the
education process, he said the
students on the committee
will have a chance to
evaluate services and
programs and then the
programs can have a chance
to make improvements before
any decisions are made on
allocation.
"I believe that it is
eeaential that there be student
input into the process,"
Logsdon
said.
"Since
students aTe paying the fee
we should have the right to
be involved with the
evaluation of ltudent Mrvice
areaa and to haTe a voice in
the process of allocating a
fee."

Scholarship established
Approximately 35 incoming freshmen will be the first Mur·
ray State recepients of the George E. Beiderwell Scholarship
during the 1993 fall semester.
The scholarship is named for the late Paducah
businessman who left a $1.7 million bequest to establish
scholarships at three local post·secondary schools for deserving western Kentucky students.
The scholarsip will pay for tuition and fees for one year,
with recipients eligible to reapply annually. For more information call the Office of University Scholarships at
762-3316.

Murray State receives award

Week In Preview

.Media .causes misconceptions .
By TERRY HAREWOOD

Staff Writer
Imagine yourself in a
foreign country.
While walking through the
city of that country, you try to
be friendly to the natives.
However, there seems to be
some reluctance by these
people to return a similar
deed.
After inquiring. you learn
that the natives are reluctant
to interact with you because
you are a citizen of the
United States.
From
watching
the
Senior

television
programs
available there, they perceive
Americans as
selfish,
egocentric and self-centered.
Even though this is not a
typical occurrence, this is the
response students from the
African continent are faced
with when others perceive
Africa as being the "dark
continent."

''People ask me if we have
lions and elephants running
around in the streets, if we
live in trees, if we wear
clothes," said Mugure
Kebaare, a freshman from
Kenya. "And when they ask
me this I think they are
ignorant. They really should
know better."
Even though there is an
obligation to try to change
some of these perceptions,
Kebaare said it should be left
up to the individuals to want
to learn.
"I
feel
I have a

• Festival. The fifth annual West Kentucky Playwrights Festival will
be held at 8 p.m. today and Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m. at the

responsibility to educate
them, but I also feel that they
have to be interested," he
said. "I mean I am not going
to knock on people's doors
asking them. 'do you know
about this, do you know about
that.' I'll appreciate if you
ask me a question, but I'm
not going to do that."
Kebarre said most people
seem to think that Africa is
one big country, and all the
countries are different states.
PleaMMeWORLD

OLYMPIC PLAZA
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~PAUL BUNYAN
~
was great!

•

759·4653

OPEN

Playhouse In the Park. Additional performances at 8 p.m. April 23-24
and 2 p.m. April 25. For tickets call759·1752.
• Workshop. Playhouse in the Park, free workshop on "Writing the
Ten Minute Play" from 2-4 p.m. Saturday. Call 759-1752.
• Meeting. A.A./N.A. "Universiy Group" support organization meets
at 6:30p.m. every Thursday in the Curris Center Ohio Room .
• Commencement. Meeting for all candidates for degrees from 12:30
to 1:00 p.m. Wednesday, May 5, Lovett Auditorium. Graduates who do
not plan to participate in Commencement exercises should notify the
office of academic affairs in 324 Wells Hall. Commencement will be at
10 a.m. Saturday, May 81n Racer Arena.
• Presentations. BIS students will make oral presentations on their
senior projects from 1-3 p.m. Wednesday, Curris Center Barkley
Room.
• Reunion. A portion of the Curris Center parking lot will be reserved
Friday, April 23, for the Class of 1943 reunion and Emeritus Club
Luncheon.
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AUGUST
MOON
CHINESE RESTAURANT
1 J.

Murray State University was recently an award winner in
the statewide Blue Pencil communications competition for its
recruitment viewbook. The Frankfort-based Kentucky
Association of Government Communicators selected outstan·
ding marketing entries from throughout the Commonwealth
to be honored at a dinner on April 20.
The viewbook was produced by MSU's marketing and
public relations office. The communications award
represents the fourth honor received by the office this year. It
has also been recognized in two national publications and has
prepared a videotape that will appear on the nationally
televised "CBS This Morning" April 22 .
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SECRETARY'S DAY
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

If you don't vote,
don't complain
If you are like too many MSU students, you will
not vote in the SGA election April 21. You
probably feel like the outcome doesn't matter and
that nothing will change. You are wrong and
here are the reasons.
The SGA president is the student representative
on the Board of Regents. When matters like
tuition hikes or additional fees come before the
board, the SGA president is the voice of the
student body. This year, Todd Logsdon handled
this job capably, if not successfully. Now it is time
to choose his replacement.
The SGA vice president is president of the
University Center Board. UCB plans and
implements the concerts, films and special
events available on campus for you.
The SGA treasurer is in charge of the
Association's budget and the SGA secretary takes
minutes. But both are active on other committees.
Your SGA senator is the voice of your
particular college. The senate also handles
University literature, elections and sponsors
some scholarships.
This election is also important because of ballot
proposals to allow part-time students to vote in
future elections and to hold non-executive SGA
offices. For the growing non-traditional student
population, this would mean a greater say in
dictating how the University addresses your
needs.
The outcome of this election will affect you
whether yo~ voice is heard or not. So vote.

Just because we care
Here are some odds, ends and imponderables
being pondered around the newsroom.
• Why won't any of the Student Government
Association candidates focus on the issue that's
on everyone's mind: Starting an annual campuswide "Talk Like a Pirate Day." Avast ye scurvy
dogs! Aaarrghl
• If David Koresh really wanted to impress
some people, he'd walk into Faculty Hall and get
all four elevators to work at the same time. WE
BELIEVEr
• There have been many books printed since
1960. Does the library know about this? Could
somebody please tell them about it?
• Price of a used copy of A Farewell to Arms by
Ernest Hemingway bought at the University
Bookstore: $8.25. Price of the book new: $5.95.
Amount studen~ will be paying next semester
because the Curris Center can't make a profit:
$10. Go figure.
• Some advice for students strapped by the
budget crunch: Put that book down, go outside
and get some fresh air. And if you really want
your education financed, work on that three-point
shot. Hey, it could mean free rent and meals, too.
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Phone call
was 'pathetic'

LE'I,.ERS

Actions lead to protest
Dear Chuck:
Several years ago, at the
request of Donna Herndon, I
agreed to make a small
monWy contribution to the
alumni echolarehip fund &Jld
thereby became a member of
the Century Club.
This contribution has been
made by an automatic bank
draft every month.
In
view
of
the
recommendations made by
the president and approved by
the Board of Regents at its last
meeting, with all of which I
strongly disagree, I am
herewith informing you that I
no longer wish to make such
a monthly contribution.
The amount of $15 per
month will not be missed, but
since the only means at my
disposal is symbolic protest, I

will, therefore, exercise
symbolic protest.
Do not take this action
personally.
,
You are a very nice !han
who is attempting to do a
difficult job to the best of your
ability.
The plain fact is that the
new insurance program, the
new incentive grant plan and
all the fee increases are so
morally, ethically and
professionally repugnant to
me as well as extremely
detrimental to the long-term
viability of this institution
that I must do something to
express my anger and
dismay.
I will, therefore, get some of
my money back and, more
importantly, hopefully get the
point across to the Board of

Regents that the current
administration is destroying
this institution and that they
are allowing it to happen.
. .
At euch point m the future
when these prob~ems have
been corrected I will be more
than . happy no~ only to
contribute but to mcrease my
monthly contribution.
Please implement this
request immediately. Thank
you.
Winfield H. Rose Ph.D.
professor of political science
•This letter was originally
written to Charles Ward,
executive director of the office
of development and alumni
affairs.
A. copy was sent to The
Murray State News for
publication.

Decisions have consequences
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to
the letter from Steven R.
Mark published in the March
19 issue of The Murray State

News.
Please note that this is a
diJJicult letter to write because
of the sand in my eyes.
In his letter regarding the
installation of condom
vending machines in MSU
dormitories, Mr. Mark stated
that he took offense at the term
"fornication" because it
implied a. value judgement
concerning premarital sexual
relatione. It does.
Usage
of the
term
fornication implies that there
are certain absolute values
that should apply to everyone.
For instance, the term
"murderer"
might
be
offensive to a felon convicted
of kming a family of four.
However, most people agree
that the taking of another
human life is wrong (unless
it is still in the womb, but
that's another letter).

The Bible clearly states that
murder is wrong. On the
subject of sex outside the
bonds of matrimony it is also
clearly wrong. Absolute
valuea.
Condoms are readily made
available through the campus
health department and the
Calloway County Health
Clinic free of charge.
Many students say they are
too embarrassed to ask for
them. Why? If you're doing
nothing wrong, what do you
have to be embarrasaed about?
Perhaps fornication?
Mr. Mark states, "This is
the same logic that prevents
alcohol from being sold in
Calloway County, thus .forcing
our . students to dr1ve on
faurvmg, .two-~e death traps
te at mght.
He's right, it is. But I would
ask any person who is so
dependent upon alcohol that he
or ahe feels "forced" to drive
a great distance to drink to
carefully reconsider their

Dear Editor:
I am writing in reference to
the current uproar concerning
MSU workers and their work .
effort.
First of all, I would like to
bring to the attention of the
general public a phone
message which wae left on
Mr. Wooten's answering
machine: "John, I'm calling
about that letter you wrote in
the paper. That's pathetic."
Click.
I find the fact that this
individual had the nerve to .
harass Mr. Wooten and the
cowardice to merelY. hang up
without leaving his name
pitiful. If you believe
something, at leaat have the
nerve to openly support your
view. Perhaps Mr. Wooten
would have been more than
willing to listen to a
rationally presented opposing
view.
I don't think it was the
intention of Mr. Wooten to
insult the workers of MSU. I
do, however, think it waa his
intent to bring to the attention
of those who run MSU that
some of its employees do not
do their job to the fullest
extent.
Mr. Wooten at no time
stated that all MSU workers
do not work, as the headline
accompanying his letter lead
one to believe, and I quote,
"The m.~jor~ty .o f the
workers.... It 18 obVloue that
he acknowledges that . th:ere
are those who do theu JOb.
Perhaps Mr. Wootel). onl,y sees
t,hoee who are not doing their
job and concludes them to be
the majority. After all, if
workers are doing their jobs
within buildings throughout
campus, aren't they less
likely to be seen than those .
who simply cruise campus •
aimlessly?
Now that individuals on all
sides of this issue have had
ample opportunity to state
their opinions, I only hope that ·
the matter will either be
dropped entirely or discussed .
on a leas emotional, more
open-minded level.
Dawn Partenheimer
junior

Cops should
have taken ,
snake alive

value system. Is it right or is
it wrong? Absolute values.
Dear Editor:
Mr. Mark stated in closing I am thoroughly displeased
that by not installing condom with the actions of the public
vending machines we would safety officer concerning the
be "forcing our youth to make incident with a snake on
poor decisions.... "
March 26. After inquiring
To respond, I would say that about the reptiles demise, I
any person not responsible learned that the animal was
enough to be accountable for bludgeoned to death. I believe
their own poor decisions has that only necessary force
absolutely no business having should be used in all
sex with anyone our to situations and killing the
marriage
or even in snake was not necessary.
marriage.
This
engagement
of
They may choose to make ignorance could have been
that poor decision, and in turn handled in a more benign
forced
to
face
its manner, simply by notifying
consequences, but to blame the department of biological
someone else for their sciences, where a trained
mistake is simply immature. individual would have
In short, I am opposed to the arrived and removed the
installation of condom animal. The housing policy
vending machines in MSU on pets in the residence halls
dormitories.
states that "If found, the
Thank
you for the animal will be removed
opportunity to express my immediately, at the owner's
expense." The policy does not
opinion.
Now I've got to go poke my call for the terminatio)l of the
head back in the sand.
animal.
Mike Wood Another party has been
neglected as well: the owner.
He has lost by no doubt a
precious, unique and priceless
animal.
When all things have been
said, I agree the officer was
doing his or her job. However,
I believe that better methods
could have been employed so •
that both human and reptile
could have walked or
"crawled" away alivel
Neil Cornell
junior•
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RSEC to begin groundbreaking soon
A dream for many people
involved with Murray State
University and western
Kentucky may soon become
reality.
For t he past three years,
..Build it ... we will play"
stickers and buttons have
been ever ywhere in the
Murray area.
Groundbreaking for the
new Regional Special Events
Center could be underway as
ear)y as this fall.
Murray State is within
$198,000 of its $2 million
fund-rais ing goal. State
officials have approved $18
million
in
Economi c
Development Bonds which
are scheduled to be sold this
spring or early summer .
Assistant director for
alumni programs and athletic
giving Bill Rayburn aaid the
money has been raised over a
two-year period.
tllfile fund drive has been
very successful and we have
tried to structure it to include
a broad base of interested
people," Rayburn said.
Once the money is raised
and Paducah architect Nick

Regional Special Events Center

East VIew
Illustration furnished by BILL RAYBURN

Warren, the same architect
that built the Currie Center,
begill.8 work on the center, it
should take about 20-24
months to complete and be
ready for basketball games
for the 1995-96 season.
Seating approximately
8,200, the center will be built
on the football practice fields
between married housing and
Stewart Stadium. The
practice fields will be moved
to where the tennis courts are
presently located and the
courts will be relocated to the
recreational field on Waldrup

!hive.
.
Originally planned to have
all chairback seats, Rayburn
said cost may cause the
number to decrease to
approximately
3,000
chairbaclu. They will be
located on the lower level on
each sideline. The remainder
will be bleacher- type seats
and all will be retractable,
opening space for the various
events that will take place in
the center.
The center will also
consolidate the men' s and
women's athletic offices,

which are now located in the
Carr Health Building and
Stewart Stadium.
The lower level will contain
offices, a press room, meeting
rooms, as well u a 'VlP room.
In Racer Arena, the VIP room
for Racer Athletic Auociation
members has been the North
Gym.
The lower level will also
contain bigger and better
locker rooms, a sports
medicine room, training room
and a laundry room.
The upper concourse, which

will be the main entrance
level , will contain four
entrances and will feature a
concession
area
and
restrooms at each entrance.
Racer Arena currently h as
one main concession area and
two smaller areas, but all
th.r ee are located in are a s
that become crowded and
congested, especially at the
main gate and lobby ar e a ,
Rayburn said.
With the retractable seats,
the upper level will fe ature
four basketball courts and
space for volleyball, t ennis
and baseball practice. A 200meter track will also be built,
but Rayburn said it will not
meet NCAA regulations for
competitionB.
•Although we will not be
able to hold indoor t rack
meets, it will provide the
team with a better workout
facility.. Rayburn said.
As for the fundraising, it
has been a slow process but
one that Rayburn said they
hope to complete within the
next few months.
Rayburn said there a re
several donation plans ,

Plans to
eliminate
problems
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express vtews

The Regional S~al Events
Center is coming and Dori
Elias ia trying to get Murray
ready.
Elias, Murray City Planner,
is trying to make acljuetments
early to eliminate future
problema.
The mai n concern will be
traffic, h e said.
'We want to think of it as a
good problem since we are in
such a need for the building,"
Elias said.
Applications are being sent
to the state for a sidewalk that
would run along highway 121
·-- t:::J
from Gilbert Graves Drive to
12th Street.
Elias aaid they are asking - ·- ·- · -·- · - · -- · ~
the state to put a turn lane on
I
121 i nto the stadium and
center entrance.
With 12th Street already
congested at the Central
Shopping Center, Elias said
they have a aked the state to
put a stoplight at the stadium
ez:it onto 12th Street and make
an intersection straight across
into t h e shopping center
entrance.

--·o--

- ·- ·--8.1]
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Adams believes center
will boost a.rea eConomy
No one is more excited about the Regional
Special Events Center than Anne Adams and
the Murray Tourism Commission.
Adams, executive director of the Commission,
strongly supports the concept of a Regional
Special Events Center.
"'Speaking on behalf of the Murray Tourism
Commission, we feel it will be advantageous for
the community and the University: Adams
said.
Adams said the new facility should do nothing
but boost the economy in Murray.
"From an economic standpoint, the Regional
Special Events Center should have an enormous
impact on the community," Adams said.
~ The more people we draw into the
community for v arious events, the more
economic impact it will make, be it restaurants,
hotels, gas stations, or stores. We have an
opportunity for a facility of this nature to have
an enormours impact."
Adams said she realizes how limited the area
has been on attracting m~or events, but with a
new facility and the right marketing and
promotions, the building should stay busy from

ranging from $500 u p to
50,000 and above and provide
the donor with many benefit
opportunities. A very popular
plan is the Commemorative
Nameplate Plan.
This
requires a contribution of
$600. In return, the d onor
will receive his name of the
donor on a nameplate
at tatched to a chairback for
permanent display.
-rhia plan has produced a
large number of supporters,"
Rayburn said.
One of the larger gifts was
from Pepsi-Cola Bottling of
Mario~ m. Pepsi donated an
es t imated
$150,000
scoreboard that will h ang
over center court.
llayburn
said
other
facilities in the region were
loeked at, including the
facilities at Southeast
Milsouri, Midde Tennessee,
Alabama-Birmingham and
Central Florida, but the
Regional Special Events
Center will be more
compar a ble to Arkansas
State's Convocation Center~
except ASU's facility will seat
approximately 11,000.

;

the day it•ia opened.
"I realize that sporting events will take
precedent in certain times of the year, but we
want to assist with marketing and promotions
and make sure the facility is utilized from day
one," Adams said.
Adams also said that one of the many assets
of the new building will be the ability to control
the temperature.
-with the controlled climate of the Special
Events Center, we should attract major
concerts, trade showa, as well as provide large
meeting spaces.
We currently don't have the adequate facility
space to hold over 150 people except the Currie
Center and it i s often booked. With the
controlled temperature of the new center, it will
certainly open a wide range as a whole for the
community."
Adams said she believes that the community
is behind the Special Eventa Center.
"I think the community feels an ownership
because of the money and commitment, as have
the alumni," Adams said. "I think they will
real)y take an interest in the construction."

w
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Facult y and staff have mixed emotions
about the RegioD.al Special Events Center.
Staff Co~as president Debbie Wagoner
said she ia excited about the center.
·
'· "'Person ally, I dililk it Will be a oig heOst
for the region,• Wagoner said. "I hope we
can get some quality entertainment and
trade shows, and it will be wonderful for
baek.etball.•
Wagon er said as a whole, the staff
supports it.
'We are sponsoring one of the ch airbacks
t hrough t h e donations of many staff
members." Wagoner said.
Winfield Rose, professor of political
science, said he believes the center should
not be built.
"Dr. Kurth saya we are going to have it so
we better m a k e the best of it . It is e
mistake." Rose said.
Rose has compiled information. and h as
compare d it to Sou th east Missouri State
University's Show Me Center.
Rose found t hat t h e Show Me Center
meets ita financial needs and has generated
a surplus, but said he believes the Regional
Special Events Center will not do this.
-rhere is no way that it can be fully self-'
supporting," Rose said.
-rhe University will have to make up the
deficit and our already-strained budget will
be strained even more.
-Dr. Kurth is right. We are·going to have a
Regional Special Events Center, but I will
never set my foot in it."

,
~

Capacity Comparison
With the Regional Special Events Center not yet constructed, MSU's Racer Arena seats the fewest
fans in the Ohio Valley Conference. Here is a comparison of the capacities:

.

Murray State
Racer Arena, bit. 1954
Eastern Kentucky
McBrayer Arena, bit. 1963
Morehead State
Johnson Arena, bit. 1981
Southeast Missouri
Show Me Center, bit. 1987
Austin Peay
Dunn Center, bit. 1975
Tennessee Tech
Eblen Center, bit. 1977
Tennessee State
Gentry Complex, bit. 1980
Middle Tennessee
Murphy Athletic Center, bit. 1972
Source: MSU NEWS RESEARCH
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Facuity Senate to
.hold elections soon
Staff Report

deans, vice presidents and
the president.
France said each college
elects its own representative
to the faculty senate. There
are also three senator- atlarge positions that everyone
votes on.
Each college has a
representative on the Appeals
Board,
the
Academic
Council, University Tenure
and the Promotions and
Leaves Board.

... Students are not the only
-ones who will be exercising
their right to vote next week.
The Faculty Senate will hold
its elections on Tuesday.
The Faculty Senate is
tmpowered by the Board of
Regents to act for the
nniversity faculty and to
advise the president on
policies
regarding
educational functions of the
university.
i

Nancey France, vice
pnsident of the Faculty
Senate, said not all faculty
members are eligible to vote.
She said the main criteria
for eligibility was being a
full-time employee whose
regular assignment was
instruction or research.
Other faculty members who
are eligible to vote include:
members of the professional
library staff, departmental
chairs, deans, assistant

WORLD

to help educate people about the only part they will ever
the outside world.
show."
..
"They won't show the
"But," she sa.i d, . wh~t developed parts of Africa.
!acks most I thmk •s thetr . They won't show any positive
~nterest. So.long as people are side,
only the most
m~rested m l~arnt~g about underdeveloped parts of
Afnca,, I ~on t thmk the Africa. So it is the media
educat1on 1s any problem, which has a lot to do with it."
because ~here are lots of us she said.
from Mnca here at Murray
Kebaare said she feels it ia
State."
important that people know
The cause of th ese that Africa is civilized.
misconceptions is the result
"In fact," said Paul Mua
of an irresponsible media, from
Cameroon ,
Kebaare said.
"civilization began in
"I think it is all the movies Mrica. Civilization began in
we have. Movies like the Nile Valley of Egypt,
Tarzan, for example. And which is in Africa."
any cover story they have in
"But," he said, "the
the news always highlights African countries are
the negative things going on generally thought of as being
in Africa," she said. "The bad, or even uncivilized."
Somali case, or if there is a
Editor's Note: This article 1s the fourth
civil war somewhere, that's In a series on perceptions of the wor1d.

COntinued from Page 3A

: "So they ask me if we have
just one African language.
This is just part of their lack
of knowledge," she said.
' The average Kenyan
apeaks at least two
languages: their mother
tongue and Kiswabili, which
js the national language,
J{ebaare said.
"There are lots of mother
tongues. We have 43 districts
and in every district there
may be more than five
mother tongues," she said.
~ Kebaare said she believes
that talks with high school
students as well as functions
such as the International
Bazaar, held each fall, serve
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Professor nominated for
award by MSU stu9ents
By JENNIFER STEWART
Staft Writer

Each year, Murray State
adult students nominate a
faculty member who they feel
deservea the award of
"Outstanding
Faculty
Member" of 1993 from the
office
of
Continuing
Education
and
Adult
Outreach.
This year the winner is
Gordon Loberger, a88ociate
professor of English.
Loberger said he was
surprised he won the adult
atudenta' faculty member of
the year award because he
was not aware that he was
even nominated.
Loberger has been a
profe110r at Murray State for
29 yeara. He is originally
from Michigan and he
received hia bachelor's and
master'& degrees in English
from Northern Michigan
University and his doctorate
at Ball State University in
Indiana. Loberger alao did
work at Central Michigan
and the University of
Michigan.
Loberger said he enjoys his
profession very much.
"When I got out of the
Army, I went to apply for
college and didn't have any
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Gordon Loberger, aeeoclete professor of Englleh wae
recently preeented an award from etudenta. He haa
been a profeuor at Murray State tor 29 yeara.

idea what I wanted to do," he
said. "They said I had to
declare some kind of major
so I asked what I had the best
grades in and they put that
down as my major."
Aside from teaching,
Loberger
enjoys
motorcycling. He has
motorcycled all over the
United States and Canada.
He has two daughters

who graduated from
Murray State and have
gone on to become, an
attorney and a dietician.
He also has a daughter
working on her doctorate
in chemistry.
In terms of the future,
Loberger said, "Since I've
been here nearly 30 years,
I think I'm committed to
fi nishing my career
here. "

TJORHTOtf

A Pull Line at Pcdnt. 1.\.Jmta, and CoDeNte llocb
b Thole Ollllom SbaU UDttll

4 bedroom. 2 bath home for sale, near university

Photo by IIEUSSA FARNUM

Faculty, students
and staff, I ask
for your vote on
May25.

~

County Jaifer

Paid for by Joe 'lbomton. :u 1:1 Coldwater Rd., Murray• .ltY 4:1071
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Positions avaUablefor Desk Workers//
1981 Graduate MSU
1981 MSU Outstanding Senior Man
1980 National Champion in Debate

Both Federal Work Study & regular University applicants welcome II
The Housing omce is looking for students who want a job wtth:

-Good pay
-Steady hours
-Opportunity to prove &
improve your communication skills

While the current crime rete has risen In
our community, the cui'NI'It county
aHorney has plea bergalned for dlsmlsuls
or minimum peneHies. We need a tighter
for victims rights In the courtroom--where
It counts!

A.

~

Q~Y

IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE;
IT'S TIME FOR RESULTS!

RANDY HUTCHENS
CALLOWAY COUNTY ATIORNEY

Stressed , Out?
Treat yourself to a relaxing
massage from

••Touch For Health••

IMassage Therapies I

•Relieves muscle tension & stiffness
•Increases flexabllity
•Stimulates cardiovascular system
• Helps move oxygen & nutrient rich blood
through the circulatory system
•Accelerates many healing processes
+Can relieve headaches & eyestrain

+Above all, Massage feels Good!

•••••••••••••••••••••••

We are really interested in students who can work weekday mornings:
8a.m.-Noonl
We are currently htrtng for next fall!

Pick up an application at the Housing Office
Today//

ve-e-~~ts

~\1-tou know,
Most people think
that Vice President
isn't a very important
position. But what
would happen if the
president got ran over
by a bus?......

Special MSU Student Rates
Gift Certificates Available

lf~ VVednesday

•••••••••••••••••••••••

James Woodyard

1400 A Hillwood Dr.
Murray, KY
(Behind Cains Chrysler)
502 - 753-7072

SGA VICE PRESIDENT
paid for by ~ate

WITH

fiiENa

Be a part of the famous - or infamous Kentucky Derby Infield crowd Saturday, M ay
1st. Besides the Run for the Roses, you can
watch athletes from your school battling it
out in the Derby Classic Volleyball Tournament. And if you buy y our infield tickets
now for $15.00, you'll save $5 on the regular
admission price.
Grab your friends, find a car, and make
Gates
a road trip to Churchill Downs.
open at 8:00 a.m. EDT,
Post Time is 11:30 a.m. Ofl.JOCHIU ~

44
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Students learn about FF A
By KIM FISHER

Tearn will participate

Reporter

The only state collegiate
chapter of the Future
Farmers of America and the
department of agriculture are
co-sponsoring the 41st annual
By MELISSA FARNUM
Field Day at the West
Aepon&r ..
,
Kentucky Exposition Center
1
today.
Field Day is not only an
compe~ in the .n ational·soil· ju~ c~tion,·· • • · ·•·• ?\tW; •.
opportunity for high school
The team quttlitied for th• n•tioftall latt Oc~
students to compete for
they won the r~onal competition held at the Univenif.i ol
trophies in 13 categories, but
Tennes5ee-Martin.
,
also to learn more about
John 'Mikulicik, agriculture profeator and aoi1 jucfaipg
FFA.
team coach; wd, during the regional competition MSU
The 60-rnember FFA
competed against several top land-crant universities. lie
chapter was established at
said he is proud of the team's achievement.
Murray State University in
Mikulicik said that eon judgi,.g is _,. academic
the fall of 1992 with the hopes
that requires the atud,Y and knowl~ of aoil. .
.. '.> <'
of giving high school
· During competition, . team• tn~t . elatsif'y toil ttom-~
agriculture students a new,
larg~"J)its. They identifY the soilLtY'pe Uke a se•ntta~ -~
but familiar activity to
when mapping the area. '
'
'\
participate in at college.
David Folz, president of
Folz said the collegiate
FFA at Murray State, said so having a chapter at MSU
that there are many high is an advantage for the FFA gives the new college
school chapters in Kentucky, University.
student something fresh to

in national competition

tr!!'et:!u::~r~;!!es~r:!vu:~~t;.I:~1:~ ···~•••
JlllMm

.-•t

Menus being labeled
for calories, fat grams
Staff Report

By labeling food with its content, calories and fat
grams, Murray State University Food Services is
responding to health-conscious students' requests.
Bill Benriter, director of food services, said the two
reasons for labeling are because students requested it
and for those international students celebrating
rarnadan, which prohibits them from eating pork.
The labels are above the various foods in Winslow
Cafeteria and the Thoroughbred Room.
A horne economics student worker is paid out of the
food services budget to prepare the labels for each menu,
so there is no additional costs to students, Benriter said.

~

..••

By ALLISON MILLIKAN

10-rnonth contract.
"When students move in,
Although Murray State they will sign a lease from
students will be paying seven Aug. 1 to May 31," she said.
percent more in board rates
Hulick said this change
and meal plans this fall, was
designed
to
changes in those areas may accommodate
special
benefit most students.
populations of students, such
Paula Hulick, director of as international students, by
housing, said there will be a11owing them to stay in the
two major changes in residence halls throughout
housing next fall.
the
Thanksgiving,
Hulick said students Christmas and Spring
living in Woods Hall will Breaks.
have the option of signing a
Hulick said the other
Staff Writer

~ ~:

Small World Academy
·

Uzz Rogers
Owner/Director

c{;?

11 13 Sycamore
759-2595

.•
.•••
..•
•

:~

?-

who have lived in residence
halls for four semesters
(excluding summers) will
not be required to purchase
meal plans.

Students
who
have
accumulated 60 credit hours,
or students who wi11 be 21·
The Any-5 Plan will be
years-old by the first day of
falJ registration, will be offered next fall to the above
mentioned students for $385.
eligible to Jive in Clark.
Benriter said students who
Bill Benriter, director of have legal residence in
food services, said students Calloway County but live in
who will be 21-years-old by a residence hall will also be
the first day of fall able to purchase the Any-5
registration and students Plan.

.

I

'Beta Cfii 's

Keep up the great work!
You're almost there!
We are looking forward to
an awesome
retreat with you!

; ~

c;;l~~~""<-

The Coaches Parties were fun, but...
Just wait'til Saturday

~

major change students will
see next faU is that Clark
Hall will be co-ed.

'

• r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

•
•

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Ron Applegate, reporter, from materials available to the
public at the public safety office.

Paid for by the candidate

p

.,.•

Aprll12
5:27 p.m. - Auto accident near the Physical Plant. There
were no injuries.
11:51 p.m.- People reported drinking beer near Richmond
Hall. Nothing was found.

,..Vote April 21 at the Curris Center,..

••

•
••

Aprll9
1:26 a.m.- Auto accident at Chestnut Street and Waldrop
Drive.·No injuries were reported.
3:04 p.m. - Steve David reported the theft of a stereo from
his vehicle while it was parked in front of Richmond Hall.

!J{eatlier (jrogan for <Vice Presitient

Perents in school rmd/or who work have a lot of responsibilities. When
school is out for the children, it isn't necessarily out for you. You then
have to worry about finding a babysitter or relative to watch the children.
That isn't alweys eesy .
Let Small World Academy help. Small World Academy offers Murray a
unique service in child care. We ere sensitive to the needs of the parents
in school and are always willing to work to try to accommodate your V.
schedule. Call us today for more information.
f.~\\.
o,.~

.

Aprll7
12:25 a.m. - Articles reported being thrown from the 5th
floor of Hart Hall into parking lot.
1:00 a.m.- Vehicle in Hart Hall parking lot hit by object,
two were apprehended.
April 8
1:18 a.m. - Firecrackers set off flre alarm in Richmond
Hall.
9:29 a.m. - An anonymous caller reported two guys carry·
ing different types of bombs into the Applied Science
Building. Nothing was found and the report was considered
bogus.

get into in college.
' The
collegiate
FFA
sponsors practice events or a
field day for these events, he
said.
"There are 31 or 32 schools
that attend with 20 to 50
students per school," Tony
Folz, vice president of FFA,
said.
He also said Murray
State's chapter also sponsors
a state Future Farmer's
award for the high school
FFA state competition.
On campus, the collegiate
FFA chapter sponsors many
other activities including a
watermelon feast for their
first meeting and cookouts,
Tony Folz said.
"We have a volJeyball
tournament we put on and
invite ag clubs
and
fraternities with members in
ag clubs to get teams
together," he said.

Housing changes benefit students

Unique situations
call for unique,.
~
ChilO ·care:.q·
..

POUCE BEAT

your sisters in,

Sigma Sigma Sigma

-

~-

r

~

We hope all Sororities and Little Sisters
are fired-up for Events and two great Bands

BEUEVE IT OR NO~
TBISGUY
IS IN CIJlSS.

I

liM! ROTC
'IIIIIIUIIITCOWDE

CIIIIR181CII'DII.
CONTACT:

CPT Dexter G. Henson
(502) 762-4123

n. Murray
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SPORTS
School sees new look to Racers
"It went great, even a little better balance.
than we thought it would be," he said.
"In our offense we are going to be
"We are happiest that it wasn't real able to pass for 300 yards or run for
sloppy. There weren't a lot of off-sides 300 yards," the new coach said. •r
don't think any team can be one
and other mistakes."
The teams combined for only five dimensional anymore. You have to be
_:.......
-,.
a I.LUA
... u..l.,.
penalties.
Offensively, the Racers showed
The new-look Racers plan to use a
talent not seen since Michael Proctor two-back o1fense and an attacking 4-3
finished his senior year. Butch Mosby, defense. Both alignments abandon
returning quarterback and a Blue last year's multiple option offense and
team starter, connected with Matt six-tackle defense.
Hall on four different scoring plays.
"The offense is more pro-style, while
"We wanted to see Butch under the defense will hopefully be able to
fire," Nutt said,
pin their ears back a little more,"
Mosby completed 15 of 23 passes for Nutt said.
263 yards.
The style changes have not been
While Mosby exploded in the Blue- easy, but overall, Nutt said he is very
Gold game, the Racers expect their pleased with the progress of his
new offensive alignment to provide players.

By MATT PEREBOOM
Graduate Aaalstant

Although a champagne celebration
is not yet warranted, Racer football
fans enjoyed the first taste of what
could be a good year.
New head football coach Houston
Nutt and his staff christened Stewart
Stadium Friday night with the
annual Blue-Gold intrasquad
scrimmage.
The Blue defeated the Gold 35-28 in
a contest that featured unique rules.
The Blue team was made up of
players currently first on depth charts
and the Gold squad was awarded
seven points at the start of every
quarter.
Nutt said he was very happy with
the performance.

"The players have new coaches,
telling them new things and using
new terminology," he said.
Both Nutt and Kim Dameron, the
new defensive coordinator, said they
agree the transition from one
coaching staff to another has gone
well.
'This is my third tnmsition and by
far the smoothest," Dameron said.
"The kids have played hard and
things have worked out extremely
well considering that we have
changed so much," Nutt said.
The scrimmage concluded spring
practice. The freshman coach said he
wants his players to have plenty of
time to study for finals.
-rhey have no excuses not to pass.
They have study halls every day and

the coaches make sure they are
there," Nutt said.
The new staff is encouraging
players to leave campus for the
summer following the spring
semester.
-we want the players to go home at
least for the first summer session so
that they come back hungry," Nutt
said.
Players involved in this year's
spring practice are expected back on
August 10 while 21 signee& and any
walk.-ona a:te scheduled for a two-day
orientation beginning on August 8.
While Nutt does want to win games
next year, he said he has other goals
that he feels are just as important.
-we want to start rebuilding the
pride here," he said.

Track teams head to OVC
expecting good showing
By JEFF DREWS
Staff Writer

A HELPING HAND
Doug Helmich, playing for Lambda Chi Alpha, provides
some offensive might as the Chops win the men's
volleyball championship April 8, beating the Spikes, 15·9
and 15-4.

The men's and women's
track team will head into
action Saturday in the Ohio
Valley Conference Oudoor
Track Championship at
Middle Tennesse State
University.
But this year's team is
different than what first year
head coach Wayne Pate
envisioned.
This year's track team has
faced numerous opponents
and been able to accomplish
what many might consider
impossible with only 15 men
and 14 women on the squad.
Pate said he would like to
see the number of athletes
swell to about 40 next year in
both categories because it
would give him a chance to
rest his players and give
them stiff competition in
practices.
But this year, the team has
performed remarkably well.
For example, Heather
Samuel broke the school
record in the 200m.dash.
"We've made individual
improvements. Most are
better than what they were in
the past," Pate said. •A lot of
kids have done the best they
have ever done."

"We have to have a
better than average
meet for second
place. If we have an
average meet, we
might finish third or
fourth."
-Wayne Pate, coach

But going into the outdoor
meet, some of the members of
this already-thin squad are
injured.
•Everybody has nicks and
pains because we've been
competing since January and
everybody comP.etes every
week," Pate said.
The first year coach also
said another problem with
such a small team is they do
not have enough people to
participate in all the events.
•we don't have an entry in
every event and people will
score easy points even if they
aren't that good," Pate said.
However, Pate said he
believed the women's team is
strong in the 100-meter relay,
200-meter relay, 400-meter
relay, javelin throw and

intermediate distances.
The men's team, he said, is
strong in the 400-meter, 800meter, all throwing events
and relays.
Although the Racers finished
second in the indoor OVC
championship in February,
·they
expect
strong
competition from Middle
Tennessee State University,
Eastem Kentucky University
and Southeast Missouri State
University.
Pate said MTSU will be
strong because they have 8n
excellent sprint and jump
core. Eastern's women's team
has had great distance
runners and SEMO has many
strong athletes capable of
performing each event.
Pate said he wanted the
team to mirror the indoor
championship match where
their performance was
stellar. He said he believed
his team performs even better
outdoors.
"Our kids think we can win
it. rd like to think we can win
it,• Pate said. •we have to
have a better than average
meet for second place. If we
have an average meet, we
might finish third or fourth."

OVC p la y not kind to MSU women's tennis
By HERB BANKS

OVC WOMEN ' TENNIS STANDINGS _ _ _ __

Aasla1ant Sports EdtDr

The first of April is often a time for
many people to play practical jokes, but
for the Murray State University
women's tennis team the day was a
time of seriousness and hopes to take
charge of the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Lady Racers began their Ohio
Valley Conference season by playing
their first four matches on the road.
Unfortunately for the Lady Racers,
they fell short of victory against Middle
Tennessee State University, Southeast
Missouri State University, and Eastem
Kentucky University, before winning a
match against Morehead State
University.
Saturday the Lady Racers kept their
heads up and believed in themselves to
overcome the Lady Eagles in a 9-0
victory. Two days later with their first
home court advantage, the Lady Racers
overcame Tennessee Tech University in
the same manner with another 9-0
victory.
The most challenging match for the
Lady Racers came on Tuesday when
the University of Tennessee-Martin

•university of Tennessee-Martin
Middle Tennessee State University
Southeast Missouri State University
Austin Peay State University
Eastern Kentucky University
Tennessee State University
*Murray State University
Morehead State University
•Tennesse Tech University

$150.26

.,,

2-3 (5-7)

1·3(15-3)
2-4 (10- 9)
0 -·2 (0- 2) .

0 • 5 (1 • 10)

travelled to Murray. The two teams last year, Connie Keasling, women's
matched three weeks earlier with the tennis coach, said, "We had to give it
Lady Pacers coming out on top 8-1.
100 percent against two tough teams."
The Lady Racers believed they had
Keasling said she believes strongly in
one more chance at regaining a victory her team, although they have had to
over the Lady Pacers, but fell short play under the roof.
once again 6-4.
She said bad weather conditions often
Taking on two top-rated teams early changed the location of the outdoor
in the year, MTSU and UT-M, which matches to the indoors.
"Going indoors when prepared to play
was r!lted in the top five in Division n

Golf has rarely been a poor man's game, but, relatively
speaking, iri the United States golf is cheap to play.

Source: USA TODAY

1-0(10-7)
6- 1 (15- 3)
3- 1 (8- 4)

Gfaphlc by JAMES LOCKWOOD

to

Japan

4-0 (9- 3)

•Jnaudea matches played Monday and Tuesday

Pay Play----------$100

oyc record Coverall recordl

standngs are through Sunday

$97

China Cayman Is. Spain

Weekend rate for 18
holes with motorized cart
rental on public rate

~1:
U.S.

Murray

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Runn er s high?
Many distance runners claim they can
achieve a high if the circumstances are right.
The high has been described many different
ways. Some call it an adrenaline rush. Others
think it is total awareness of everything but the
pain the runner is enduring.
There is not much agreement when it comes
to a runner's high.
Whatever it is, several MSU athletes detail
what they think it is in today's paper.
e9A

outdoors affects the player mentally,"
Keasling laid.
Lana Allcock, singles fourth-seeded
senior, said it makes a difference when
the team has to play against another
team which. has the indoor f.acility.
"They (other OVC schools) have
indoor complexes on their campuses.
We have to drive 30 minutes to
KenLake to practice indoors,• Allcock
said.
Keasling said playing indoors often
means quicker points and faster courts.
Allcock said lighting is also a factor
while playing indoors.
"'tis easy to lose the ball on the back
walls especially when the lighting
varies from complex to complex,"
Allcock said.
KeasHng said her team is right there
where she would like for them to be.
-we are improving day by day and
each match is a practice for us,"
Keasling said.
The Lady Racers are preparing
themselves for the OVC toumament
which is Apri123-24 at Centennial Park
in Nashville.

·Men's tennis ~
: .;:

'

falls to MTSU,
stiil in title hunt
Br JEFF DREWS

SWfWI'IW

.

The ·men's tennis team
cctiued to dominate
Ohio Valley Conference :
opponents thie week at
t1t.ey' beat Southeast·
Missouri · 6-0 and the
"(Jnhrersity of TennesseeMartin S-O.
T.he victories lifted
. their ovc record to 5-1
Middle Tennessee State
University was able to
defeat the Racere last
w&ek in Murfreesboro,
Tehn., · but the team
rexoains deter)Dined to ~·
bdng home the OVC
cllampionship.
·Pontus Hiort, number
o. seed for the men, said
teaa mOral i8 atremely
high as the Racers look
forward to a grudge
match against MTSU.
,."We had ourselves .· in a
position to . win that ·
mat.ch; We feel we can
., beat MTSU next time1 "
said the freehman from
S•eden. "'MTSU will be
our toughest rival."
Aside from MTSU, the
Racers have been blowing
away the oompetition.
· Hiort said the Racers
s.hould be able to
dominate the remaining
OVC schools because of
the team's talent and
chemistry.
•As a team, our team
IIIOuld beat their team,• ,
Biort said. •They may
have one or two good
players. We have six or
•ven good players and ·.
tha~s ,. the difference
betw~n us and the ·rest
·of the teams in the'"';
canference."
Another reason the
Racer't have
been
dominating
the
«::mpetition is because
they were expected to
dominate the OVC this
~· --~

-Vv~ gOt four conference "
. ..mis we were expected to ·
get then we unfortunately
got that loss to MTSU,"

Biort wd.

The Racers host non~
conference rivals Sothern
Illinois
UniversityBdwardsville today before
he~ding to Memphis
SatUrday for a three-team
match.

Racer of the Week
Lana Allcock, senior from Paducah,
has been named Racer of the Week by
The Murray State News.
Allcock won three singles matches
and earned two doubles victories for a
Lady Racertennisteamthatwent2-2in
the same stretch.
Allcock is playing at the number four
singles position this year after gaining

AII-OVC honors and winning the
conference title at the same spot last
year.
A public relations major, Allcock has
compiled an overall record of 12-7 this
spring.

Lana Allcock

,.. Murray State News
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Runner'·s high
It is not a guaranteed high, but a
!{REV CRAIG
Reporter

While finding a high in a drug can be
detremental, finding a high in a workout is
something many try to achieve.
For the runner, hitting a high can be the
ultimate in running.
The running high appears in varying degrees.
Murray State University students explained the
high in several different ways.
"'t's like a 'second wind' you get when you are
r unni ng: said Jill Doty, senior physical
education major from Hoopeston, lll. •In my
case, I always feel better after running."
The pain factor associated with running is,
according to some student runnera, offset by
this runner's high.
Chris Barrigar, senior mechanical and
manufacturing engineering technology major
from Jacksonville, Fla., said the runner's high ia
a state of being aware of your surroundings and
not how you feel
Athlete Charles Hiter, freshman French
major from Benton. expresaed similar feelings.
"You still feel the pain but you don't pay much
attention to it," he said. "'You are thinking to
yourself, 'I can do this' (finish the race or
course)."
Student/athletes explained that during track
meets or cross-country races, a runner's high
usually occurs.
Former track athlete Heather Humm said she
experienced it in track meets.
"You feel t his adrenaline rush as you are

~nner

competing against others,• said Humm, senior
business administration m~r from Evansville,
Ind. "'You become tuned out to distractions.
Running becomes an automatic response."
Kevin Ward, junior agricultural businese
major from Owensboro, said a runner's high ie
the part of the season when you experience your
peak times.
Ward said that during training you run a
large amount of mileage and do interval
training and sprint work to build endura.nce.
'1f you run a good race later and are strong,
then you hit your peaks during the season,"
Ward said.
Jim Lilliefora, author of The Running Mind
and Inner Running wrote that scientific
research indicates that physiological aepec:ta are
involved in runner's high.
Lilliefora writes that there are three basic
physiological reasons behind a runner's hiib:
•a general increaae in blood circulation;
•increased oxygen O.ow to the bl'ain;
• and epinephrine, a hormone connected with
feelings of happine88, doubles in the body after
10 minutes of sustained exercise.
Taking science classes has helped Doty
understand oxygen consumption in athletes.
Doty's explanation about runner's high revealed
her awarenesa concerning the oxygen factor.
~ere is a steady rate of gradually building
up oxygen consumpti.on,"·Doty said. -rhen you
level off your consumption. build up again, and
then level off once more.•

knows when he has hit it

Rwmen are not always aware of the onaet of
runner'I high.
•At times you may not be immediately aware
of it,• Barripr eaid.
Similar feelinga were reported by Hiter.

-rhere probably have been times when I've
had it and DOt been aware of it, • Hiter said.
Humm eaid under certain conditions she
usually experience• a runner's high.
&J did not always get a runner's high," Humm
said. -when I did get it, I usually got it while
ntnning the 5,000- or 10,000-meter race."
•rm e1pecially aware of it in eventl where
there are more participant. or there is more at
stake," Hiter eaid.
Tbere ia ICDe ebptieism about the existence
of a runner'a high. Barripr said some people do •
not believe in it.
Moet athletes do not believe it is something
that can be coacbecl
Doty and Humm said it is an aspect of ~
running that coache1 can not te8ch.
•I don't think it is something that can be
coached," Humm 1aid. •I just think it is
something your body does automatically.•
Althouch coacbee may not be able to train the
athlete to use a runner's high, they can help the
athlete in many other ways, such as making the
runner keep a log of his best nanning times, how
he feels, and other information relevant to
personal performauce.
-vou work with your coach so you don't wear
J
your body down,• Ward said.
..._,
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Golden opportunities
are made of silver.

Golden nursing opportunities come with the silver
Air Force emblem. Indeed, the Air Force shapes a
sophisticated medical environment that helps you
learn, advances your education and develops your
professionalism to a higher standard. Discover travel,
exdtment... and the respect you'll know serving your
country as an Air Force officer.
See why so many outstanding
nursing professionals choose
to wear the silver emblem of
the Air Force nurse Bachelor's
degree required.
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Monday - Custodian Appreciation Day
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Tuesday- Hall Council, RHA, Resident Appreciation Day
~Wednesday- Hall Receptionist, Office Staff, & Security Guards Appreciation Day~
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USAF HEALTil PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE 1-81J0..423-USAP

Thursday - RA Appreciation Day
Friday - Hall Director, Programming Advisor
Appreciation Dav
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Lonnie lrooks land

.
THE
DELTA
LUES
BAND
711ursdtly, rlprll 22, 1993, 6 p.m.
"

llt1cer A'entt
.Free Adm1Ssion
w1111 scllool /.D.

Hey Rockey,

Watch me pull a crunch card out of my hatl

Ct1sll pr1Ze lor !Jest Blues 8rotller

Join the Bullwtnkle Taco Crunch Club at:

Q

or

TACO 'BELL.

Sister costume
402 N. 12th

-

(502) 753-8758
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Samuel qualities fo' NCAA
Heather Samuel highlighted Murray State's performance
in the Mississippi State Invitational Saturday, winning the
women's 100- and 200-meter dashes with NCAA provisional
qualifying times of 11.65 and 23.87. Samuel also won the
long jump and javelin.
Ball State won the team competition with 68 points followed by Mississippi State' 55 points and MSU's 40.
In the men's competition, MSU fell to Mississippi State
86-45, despite winning performances from Brian Church and
Chris Barber. Church won the shot put and discus, while
Barber won the high jump.

Golf team finishes ninth
Murray State tied for ninth with Ball State in the 18-team
Marshall Invitational April 10-11.
Ohio State won its third consecutive title with a 64-hole
score of 878, 27 strokMs ahead of MSU.
MSU's William Snodgrass tied for 19th overall with a total
score of 225, nine strokes behind the leader. ·
Price Coakley and Chris Wilson tied for 29th and 32nd,
totaling scores of 227 and 228 respectively.
'The Racers fmished ahead of state rivals Western and
Eastern Kentucky.

Wild turkey season opens
'The 1993 spring wild turkey season in Kentucky will open
Wednesday and continue through May 4.
A large number of new counties will open up for hunting
this year. Hunters should check with wildlife officials before
they begin hunting.

LIFT THOSE LEGS
A goal-saving slide tackle from the Alpha Tau Omega's Chris
Dill was typical of the defense the ATOs displayed Tuesday

Week In Preview
• Men's tennla. Southern lllinios University-Edwardsville at Purcell
Courts, Friday, 2:45 p.m.
• Men'a tennla. at Memphis State University and the University of
Arkansas-Little Rock. Memphis, Tenn., Saturday, 2 p.m.
• Track. at Ohio Valley Conference Outdoor Track Championship,
Cepe Girardeau, Mo., Saturday, 8 a.m.
• Bneball. at Tennessee Tech University, Cookeville, Tenn. , Saturday, 1 p.m. (doubleheader)
• GoH. at Eastern Kentucky University Intercollegiate, Richmond,
Saturday and Sunday, 8 a.m.
• BIIMball. at Tennessee Tech University, Cookeville, Tenn., Sunday, 1 p.m.
• Women'• tennis. at Tennessee State University, Nashville, Tenn .,
Monday, 2:30 p.m.
.
• Men'• tennla. Southern Illinois University-carbondale at Purcell
Courts, Tuesday, 2:45p.m.
• Bneball. Southern Illinois University-carbondale at Reagan Aeld,
Tuesday, 3 p.m.
• Bneball. Arkansas State University at Reagan Field, Wednesday,
3p.m.
• Men's tennla. Austin Peay State University at Purcell Courts,
Wednesday, 2:45p.m.

night as they beat Lambda Chi Alpha 5·1 In Intramural
soccer.

Biscuits terrorize Scouts
Staff Report

Bi.acuita of Terror outlasted
Drought Scouts Wednesday
night in co-ed intramural
softballll-8.
In the early going, it W88 the
Scouta who had the Biscuits
terrified.
Heather Lewis, Brandy
Lewis, Jill Tucker and Ron
Nelson scored for the Scouts as
they jumped out to an 4-0 lead.
The Biscuits of Terror
immediately responded by
producina a eo.uple of runs
th.emselvee.
Jay Adams had a solo in-thepark home run to pull the

Biscuits within three.
.I n the second inning, the
Droughts hit a drought. Six of
the first seven batters failed to
reach base. Only a late rally
allowed Jill Tucker, David
Sharp and Kelly Shaffer to
soore.
With twilight on the horizon,
the Biscuits came to life on
oft'ense and on defense.
Lora Mote, Jay Adams,
Bryan Burroughs and Glen
Walker scored for the Biacuita.
Then they pla'"- ieilaCiou.a
defense limiting the Dro~ts
to only one run.
In the fourth inning, the

Biscuit
defense
was
Before it was all over, Sara
impenetrable as they allowed Dearworth, McConnel, Kara
Skean, Jeft' Lutz, Boland and
no runs.
With bases loaded again, John Rapp all soored.
Lora Mote crossed the plate
In the top of the fourth, Tom
giving the Biscuits its first lead .Mille saved Hopeless from
at9-8.
what could have been a
sc:oreJe88 inning had he not hit
Goln' South wins
a two run homer to pull his
team within one.
But in the bottom of the
Goin'
South
dropped
Hopeless 16-12, Tuesday in fourth, Goin' South pulled '
intramural softball.
away for good when they
In the second inning, Goin' scored five runs.
.
South exploded for aiz ~.
In the top of_the fiftJ;a, .
Doubles by Sarah Boland and Hopeleas had the baset loaded
David McConnel started the but fell short on two 1ly balls •
slaughter.
by Lis Bell and Milla.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Alpha Omicron Pi

Judicial Board
Meeting

would like to welcome our
Regional Director

April29
~:30

p.m.
to
Murray State University

Mississippi Room

'We ~ It Sp«iilfl
.
Over 40 Designs To Choose From

J.T. LEE, JEWELER

.
tr*

lf

11188 McCRACKEN COUNTY FAIR
BEAUTY PAGEANT
omclal Pre-Umlnary for ll18a Kentucky

Date: June 24, 1993

___,. ~/}.\fA

FRIDAY, APRIL 23~··
AT
NOON ON THE
FIELD
DEADLINE: APRIL 19

Ob:lclaad CeDter
7159-1141
lloD.·l"'L 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

To The

Do you like to sling mud
every once in a while? Well
it's time to get dirty because
' '
it's time for

NURSES. CONTINUE ~(W[W[ID£~~~
YOUR EDUCATION •••
()®~
THE SMART WAY.

Mother's Rings
or Pendants
Order Now!

OFFICIAL ENTRY

L~~~;5~~~~~W.te

Ages: 18 to 26

Army Reserve Nursing offers a variety of opportunities
to further your education at little or no cost to you.
• Specialized TriUning Assistance Program
(STRAP) provides an extra monthly stipend of over

•addltloDal information w1ll be mailed to you

$750 for nurse anesthesia, operating room training,
RN-BSN and selected master's degrees.
• Health Professionals Loan Repayment Program
will repay qualifying federally insured student loans at
a maximum of $20,000 for select specialties.
• Montgomery GI Bill can give you up to $5,040 to
complete your B.S.N. degree.
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:

NAME------------------------------

Call collect 615-754-2737

Place: Canon Park. Paducah, KY
Send Entry To: Judith Webb, Director
128 Park Road
Paducah, KY 42003

0 DRESS-·--------------------------TELEPHONE ----- --------:--AGE-------

a

AU YOU CAM II:

ARMY RESERVE

Entries must be co-ed teams and must
consist of 6-8 players. Every player will
also receive a free t-shirt!
Entry fee is only $6 per player.
Entry fonns can be picked up and/or
dropped off at Fifth floor, Sparks Hall.
For more infonnation call Mike Hopkins
at 753-2126 or Josh Duvall at 762-4068.

So go ahead...
Talk dirty to me!

,.. Murray State News
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SCOREBOARD
Golf

Women's Tennis
Results of the Middle Tennessee State Uniuersity match.

Col~

~

29S-287-29&o878

9.

Ohio State
LouJavUle
Marahall
Miami University
Kentucky
lllinoia
PaonState
Kent State
Wri&ht State

1L

Murnay&tae
Weateru Kentucky

2.

6.(),6.()
6-2,6-2
S-6, 7-5, 6.()
6-2, 6.()
6-2,6-2

s.
5.

Don hJce

Soreeman-Macphoraon defeatod Mould er-Alloock
Donovan-Gran.acki defeated Green-Collier
Reed-Wilson defeated Hall-Rydholm

Re.ult1 of tM Monholl Invitational

6-0,6-2
6-4,643
. 6-3,6-3

1-'.

Si.Ddl:a

16.
17.

6-4,6-3
6-3,7-5
6-2,6-3
6-4,6-3
6.(), 6-1

18.

7-5,6-1

6-2,6-1
6-l, 4-6, 2-6
6-1,6-3

Saturday
Game l
Murray State
Morehead Stat.e

807~293-9(H

~299-3)1-9(K

---29S-S()4.807,.g(K
~

006-298-3t)W)I5

Geme2

301-80l ..soe-910

Murray State
Morehead State

300·al6·008•1U•

001
O'.iD

:m
019

X

343
1280

010

100

6
1

'10 150
6 64

:m

1.3)

8iD&Ia
6-4,64
6-1,6-1
6.(),64
6.(), 6-1
6-3,6-1
6.(), 6.()

DJzu.bkw

Results of tM Uniuersity of Alabamo games.

~14oo919

Tu.day
Murray State
Alabama

3ll..ao&-:moo926

OOl
QX)

MSU IDdi:EidllaiiWulta
MSU
.&.B

Sl.()..S10.Sl3oo933
3]3.31().316oo9S9

.

"

..

6.(), 6-2
6-3, 6.()
6.(), 6.()

Results of the Tennessee Tech Uniuersity match on Monday.

••

SiDda
Donovan defeated McCracken
Moulder defeated Hensley
Gran.acki defeated Robbins
Allcock defeated Holdredge
HaU defeated Honeger
Rydholm defeawd Cantrell
Branton defeawd Pearson

6-3,6-2
6.(), 6.()
6-1, 6.()
6~,6.()

7-5,6-3
6.(), 6-2
6-1,6-4

100 MeW Dub

Moulder·Alloock defeated McCracken-Hensley
Donovan-Gr an.acJd defeated Henegcr-Cantrell
Hall-Rydholm defeated Holdredge-Robbins

6-4,6-3
6-2,6-2
6-416-1

200 MAlter Dub
4.
Wolcott
6.
Dixon

400Met. Relay
2.
Murray., State

7o6,6-2
6-3,6-4
4o6, 6-2; 6-1
6-2,7-5
6-2,6-2
6-1,6-1

.

Scbyck

2.

Siludl.w.

~
Grooves-Davis defeated Moulder-ADcock
Donovan-Gran.acki defeated Mendoza-Warren
Goff-Miller defeated Hall-Rydhol m

11.84

110 Met. llurdl.

Results of the Uniuerslty of Ttnnessee-Marlin motch on Tuesdcy.

Groves defeated Donovan
Moulder defeated Davia
ColT defeated Gran.ackl
Allcock defeated Mendoza
Warren defeated Hall
Rydholm defeated Miller

'9XI&Put

SaJtt

4.

l)m.bkw

400 Met.er Dub
Harewood
2..

18.96

23.31
23..43

Schyck

6-1.6-3
6-2,6-1
6-2,6-1

800 Meter Run
3.
Roberta

2..
3.

Jonee

Soott

34'9"
33'0"

100 Meter Dub
L
Samuel

11.65

200 M.t.r DMh
L
Samuel

23.87

2.

.Murray State

3.

81.31

1500 Mew Run
L
Burnett

H elgenon

3.

Murray State

42x

5 82
13181

B

ll

BBl

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0

1
0
1
0
l
1
0
1
2
1

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1

B

B

EB

BB

f!!

6
6
6

6
4
3

6

2
1
0

0
5
0,

:m

3
3

000

s 85

142

Olx

12105

B

B

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0

1
0
1
1
0
0
0
3

1
0
1

BBI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

ll

B

EB

DB

f!!

4
4
2

4

4
1
1

4
1
1

0
3

5
3

2

Men's Tennis

RauUs of the University of LouiauilZ. Tn4kh on Sundoy.
6-1,6-2
6-2,7-6
64,6-1
6-2,6-4

6-3,2--6,64
6-4,6-4

Blori-P oore defeated Krupa-Andenan
Broob-YaJ'broach deCeated Waldman-Boardman

2:24.61
4l42.53

1800 Meter Belay

1:56.94

00>

Dlllllllll
47.92

800Met.Ran
47.71

...

210
100

Biori defeated Waldman
Jaueou defeated Callandar
Broob defeated Boardman
Poon! tWeatecl Floth
Ball defeated Maurer
Sc:butaman d.reaiecl Ylll'broap

400 M.t.r !Way

42.56

400 Meter HunDee

2. ,

0

8~1..917

3)6.003..31.().;919

•

Result11 of the Morehead Stote Uniuersity match last Saturday.

Moulder-Allcock defeated Seleka-Guaaett
Donovan-Gran.acld defeated Ford·Gusaett
Hall-Rydholm defested Burke-Con1ey

~21M-~

Track

.Dimbka

Donovan defeated Soleka
Moulder defeated Cuasctt
Gnanacki defeated Gull80tt.
Allcock defeated Ford
Hall defeated Cu lbcrtaon
Rydholm defeated Burke

886

RuultB of the Morehead State University game~.
Friday
Murray State
:m
00>
OZ3
8133
]2)
5 83
Morehead State
OlD
010

Cravens
2
11RU Tndhrldllll p-111
4
.Muskopf
19). &odgra.u 7._73-78-226, 29). Coakley 76-76-76-227, 32). Wilecm 72-75-81•228, Godwin
5
46). s.a.y 73-79-79-231, 59). H8DICm 7~75-23-&
Culp
2
Moddelmog
3
Gallagher
4
Lia
1
Karem
5
Results of tM Mississippi State lnvitationol lcut &turd4y.
Walker
3
Meg'• BcwpJg
Schrand
3
1. Mlsalaaippi State University
8J
2. MUiftly State Univeraity
IE
EISG.biDI:
LO
Gallagher
5.3
Lewis
MSIJ: MID'I IDdlliduallkwul&l
1800 Meter Relay
Ysursa
L7
Dl.acua
8:15.98
Murray St.ate
2.
136'10"
L
Church
3:39.17
Mu
rray
State
(B)
3.
Wedn,e.day
Cain
115'5"
2.
.Murray State
010
104'3"
3.
Krampf
Alabama
~
l!a111111'1 IIMJIJII
MSU
IDdJJ:idu.al
RMulta
Rich Jump
1. Ball State University
68
6'8"
L
Barber
2. Miuiuippi StateUnivertity 55 MSIJ:
AD
S. Mumay State UnivenJty
40 Cravens
Javelin
Walker
1
Krampf
172'3"
L
5
M&ll l!am•a'• IDdld duaJ ~~ant~g .Muskopf
155'10"
2.
Church
Dl.acua
Godwin
4
3.
Dixon
152'6"
Jon01
108'11· Culp
4
Gallagher
3
LoneJump
Javelin
Sammons
1
21'11"
3.
SaJtt
2.
Samuel
111'2.
Moddlemogs
4
4.
BaTber
21'3"
3.
Powell
105'11" Lis
4
Krampf
20'10 112'
6.
Bailey
105'8·
Benefield
4
Doty
6.
103'4 ·
Karem
4
9XI&P\&
8.
Jones
67'7"
44'9"
L
Church
J?.i&A:biDII
IE
42'7"
2.
Cain
Lane.Jump
Ellington
3
L
Samuel
18'2"
Robinson
2
Triple J ump
2.
Doty
17'11"
Huber
3
2..
43'9"
&:ott
6.
Bailey
1·n ·

6-0,U,U

Carlson-Weia defeated Moulder-Allcock
KallesLad-Vackar defeated Donovan -Granackl
Scott-Vackar defeated Hall-Ryd holm

293-~

Toledo
Ohio University
Eastern Ke.ntuc:ky
Michigan
Northern Dlinoia
Bowliq GAeD
Akron

12.
18.

Results of the Eostern Kentucley Uniuersity match lost FridJJy.
Carlson defeated Donovan
Weis defeated Moulder
Kallestad defeated Gran.acld
Scou. defeated Allcock
Vackar defeated Hall
Gosnell defeated Ryd holm
Hill defeal.ed Branton

Golf Tournomcnt lut Frid4y.

,.,.,..B_.Ma

~

Soresman defeated Donovan
Moulder defeated Macpherson
Allcock defeated Collier
Reed defeated Hall
Wilson defeated Rydholm

Baseball

4:10.23

......

S4

&.---

86

.J---.JI'recllcb.oa. de&at,W Maurv-Mc:Rae
S4
lWAU. of tM S outMIJII Jliaouri Stat. Univ.nity m4lch on Tuuday.

.Jmaeaou cW'eated Bo.trom
Broob defeated Rendina

6-1,7-6
7-6,3-6, 7..0

~ cWeatedBabb

6-3,6-3

Pooa-e defeated. .Beck
Ball defeated Betkey
YIU'tloroaP defeated Vandedaat

6-4, 1-6, 6-2
6-2.. 6-2
6-3,6-2
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The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Happy; Happy B'day Head·
gearl Love, RobbaseandHowl
;at the moon Calhoun.

To the brothers of Alpha Tau

Omega. Thanks for another

Directly acrose from MSU,
House for rent. ~ely
tumshed,large-ooebedroom,
twin beds plua fuU alze 80fa
bed In living area, 1 bath, ful
kitchen, Ideal for two or three
students to share. $350 per
month. Now available. 753·
8191

GIRLSCOUTCAMPSTAFF •
Aaslstant Camp Director, au.!·
ness Manager, Health super·
visor, unltcounaekn and lead·
81'8,
waterfront, rappelllng,
horaebed<, nature, arts and
crafta, canoeing and cooks
needed for the summer at Girt
Scout camp Sycamore HRa.
Contad Chartotte Palmer,
Cuni>er1and Valtaf G.S.C.,
Box 40<466, Naatwlle, TN
37204 or 8151383~.

=Today Ia the dayll KA'a OLD
SOUTHI.AlphaSigsare readyI
To the brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega, We 818 loo6Ung for·
wardtoanothergreat Frog Hopi
l...ove, theslsteraln.AJpt.- Sigma

· Alpha
• ·The sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha wish the best of luck to
everyone running for office In
lhe SGA electlonal

awesome rmcer1 We had a
great time once againI Love,
the alat8f'B of Alpha Omicron PI

ROOMMATES
MIF Roommate wanted for
summer (May • Aug.). 2 bedroom apt., tuny furnished,
$122..50 per montfl+ half of the

NOTICE

yt1e sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma would liketo thank those
~ho donated and participated

In our walk·a·thonl

To the brothars of Alpha Tau
Omega: We are looking forWatdtoanaweaome Frog Hopi
Love, the sisters of Sigma
Sigma Sigma

Good luck to the advertising
campaigns claas In Dayton,
Ohio. From, Friday & Gannon

1be

Heading for EUROPE this
summer? Jetthereanytlmefor
$169fromthe East Coast, $229
from the Midwest (when avail·
able) with AIRioiiTCHI (Reported In Lers Got and NY
llmea.) Fordetalls: AIRHITCH
CD 212·864-2000
Join the AAA, American Automobile Association. 769-9673

Directly acrose from MSU,
Roome for rent. Completely
furnished. Includes ulllltlea.
$250 per room per person.
Available summer and fall
semesters. 753·8191
NEEDED: Someone to aub·
lease apacloua, 1-bedroom
apt. foraummer. $210/utllltlea
a month. Call 759-9093 ·
RODEO STUDENTS: Fur·
nlshed apartment with horae
bamacc:eaa. Utilities and cable
Included. 5 miles from campus. $350 per month. Call
435-4236 or 763-1362

Murray State News

EQUESTRIAN COUNSEL·
ORS · experience required for
summer poaltlon at Girt Scout
camp Sycamore HUa. Con·
tact Chal1otte Palmer, Cum·
ber1and Valley G.S.C., Box
<40466, Nashville, TN 37204or
8 151383.()490.
HEALTH SUPERVISOR· AN
or Paramedic certification required tor summer position at
Girt Scout Camp Sycamore
Hilla.
Contad Charlotte
Palmer, CurOOeftand Valley
G.S.C., Box 40<466, Nashville,
IN 37204 or 6 1513fl'3.NQO

ptace your classlfleds In room 111 at Wkln Hal or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

n.y word over twenty warda

on waekands and holidays.

All 'DucRliecuf shorts now $22.501

Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
Summer and C8t8er 8f11lloV·
ment avalable. No expel1enc:e

neceaaary. For ~
program cal: 1·2()6.83.4.0468
ext C5§38.

Downtown, Murray

10 Word Classified

GREE I( S & ClUBS

-$1

RAISE A COOL
1

1000

IN JUST ONE WUKI

PLUS$1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAUSI
No oblipl1on. No c:cat.
Alld1 FREE

IGLOO COOLER
IfY011 qlllllly. Call

1.eoo.932-0521, ED. 65

:•.·.. ~ }~ .:~~=:f::.\\{: ' f:~-

~1~,,~~!!;t:;

Won-.n'a WOf1d Schwinn 1ospeed bike. Excellent c:ondl·
tlonl $85 or beat after. C8l

'

With MSU 10: 1 ~ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

RI)()MMATES

BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT

FOR SALE
HElP WANTED
LOST &FOUND
RIDES
~.

0:

:$2:' '.. ..:.

.) ''

_~< :: ·t~~~-;- ·-t~ ?,:=~~
.

759=9786,

GREEJ<JPERSONAlS

-~

l,:~,ifiit~~, CiaSsified · ,

FOR SALE

-~-

301Wofd Classified
$3

Must present this ad when buying classified.
(Offer good through 4fl8193 with presentation of MSU 10.)

NOTICE

Weekend Softball
Deadline April 1 7
u

CORN-AUSTIN®

END OF SEMESTER
CLASSIFIED AD SPECIAL ,

=·

RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

Closaj

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HI FINO

• Earn $2,()()(Wmonth + wortd
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the

INDEX

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline.._ Wednesday at noon

~II flllqu/nld

HELP WANTED

Entry Fee: $15 per team
More Info: Contact Campus Re

Anniversary Special!

$25 OFF

Any complete pair of
prescrlptlon eyeglasses

FuU one year warranty • dupUcate prescrtptton.
Large Selection
fOJiw .... .... .... .... .,... . ,.....,

Summers (Optical
Oly_,. rt.. •M• rrw1
Jeff 8UIIUDera·UceDM4 Optlclaa

143·1063
•Offer

IH4 t iara llay I, 188S
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DECREASE

LOANS
Continued from Page 1

"If it is something on there
like late payments that is
reasonable, we will use our
own discretion on whether to
do it," she said.
Killebrew said students
benefit from the subsidized
loan because the government
pays interest on the loan
while the student is in school.
"Another benefit is you
don't start paying back your
loan until six months after
you leave school," she said.
"So whenever you leave, you
only owe what you borrow."
The new unsubsidized
federal program became
available to college students
this spring.
"You have to be at least a
half-time student, which is
six
hours
for
an
undergraduate and four and
a h alf for a graduate
student," Killebrew said.
She said the unsubsidized
program allows middle-class

students the opportunity to get
more financial aid than they
would be eligible to receive Continued from Page 1
with the subsidized program.
McDougal said stud ents external
funding
and
pay interest on the institutional research at
unsubsidized loan from the Jefferson
Commu nity
time they get the loan until College.
the loan is repaid.
"Community colleges are
"Students can either pay
no
longer perceived as
the interest while they are in
second-class
institutions,"
school and then pay the
principle when they get out," she said.
McDougal said, "or they can
Koppel said technical
let the interest capitalize and programs at community
then pay back that amount colleges provide marketable
when they get out of school ." skills within the community.
Killebrew said if a student She also said the incidents of
drops below half-time course graduates returning to
load, the loan repayment community colleges for
begins six months later. She retraining is no more
said if students go back to frequent than that for fou rhalf-time, it cancels the year institutions.
repayment until they are out
"Retraining is critical
of school or below half-time everywhere
and it often
enrollment again.
comes through the job place
Killebrew said stu dents or through continu ing
must reapply every year for education," she said.
the loan. She said if students
Sherry Cope, registrar at
apply for a year, August to
Community
May, then they must reapply Paducah
in the summer if they are College, said the size of
commu nity colleges gives
attending summer school.

I

April16, 1993

Increasing Rates
Comparison of the percentage
growth in enrollment at MSU
and area communitiy colleges
in the last five years:
MSUI+1.82%

HCC

II

PCC -

+4.26%

Continued from Page 1

participated in, against Dan
Blocker, who played Hoss
Cartwright on Bonanza.
From 1966-1977, Furgerson
served as head coach in

football and assistant athletic
director. He is tied with Roy
Stewart for the greatest
number of career wins in
football at Murray State. He
is also a member of the
Murray State University
Athletic Ha11 of Fame.

,----- -- --- -------- -------------------

2 and get
3 rd F REE

Buy

+6.57%

JCC

RETIREMENT

+9.68%

occ

+18.9%

'Terrapin Station :
605 Ofivt
Murray, '}(!)' 42071
753·8926

(Used CO's & Cassettes
of equal or leaaer valu e)

1

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

New & Used CO's & Cassettes--Special Orders
& Trade-Ins Welcome

1

students the opportunity for
more personal attention in
the classroom.
"Many of our students are
nontraditional, and they feel
more comfortable in t he
smaller environment," she
said.

Mon-Frt 10a.m.-5:30p.m.
Ezp. April 30 Sat 10a.m.-5p.m. Exp. April 3 0

1

- - - -------------.-...-..-...-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CHURCHILL DOWNS"
CAMPUS RECREATION
Presents
The 1993

DERBY CLASSIC CO-ED
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

I

UCB Movie
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Editor's Note: ThiS article is the second In a series on enrollment.

Entry Deadline: Aprll14
·Entry Fee: $6 Per Team

111. . . TGWIISUU. UGUY

-YIM'SMSJPill't1UMfU.
1 11!Mslutely llriOiall satire. 1rellllbble lm~

NURSES. CONTINUE YOUR
·EDUCATION•••THE SMART WAY.

Girl" F<n~wrMIK:-lV

Army Reserve Nuning offers a variety of opportunities to further your
education at Uttle or no cost to you.
• SpecWbed 1'nlninl ~ Program (STRAP) provides an
extra monthly atipend of over $750 for nurse anesthesia. operat·
ina room b'aining, RN·BSN and selected master's degrees.

• Heeltb Paol ......_ to. Repayment Pro(pm will repay
quali!ying federally insured student loans at a maximum of $20,000
for telect specialties.

April 28th
Sponsored by SGA

3:30

$1

7:30

$1.50

9:30

$L50

• MontaomerY Gl Bm can give you up to $5,040 to complete your
B.S.N. degree.
TbJok about it. Then think about
Then call:

u•.

CaD Collect (615) 7 54-2737
• ALL101CAM E

ARMY RESERVE

•I

•

MSU Students
use

your dec 1in i ng bal·ance

University S t o ·r e
SENIORS
get your
c a p s, g o w ns~ a n d
i n v i t a t i o n s h e r e!
•••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••

University Bookstore

The
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PUS
Games highlight event
By AMY WILSON

is a way to recognize many of our

Campus Lite Edtor

students," said Dale Wilton,
graduate non-traditional student
in organizational communication
from Jackson, Tenn.
"Most of the things on campus
are geared for students between
the ages of 18 to 22," Wilson said.
-rhis ia a time for these students
to know they are appreciated."
Among the events scheduled
during the week is a Velcro wall,
similiar to the one seen on Late
Night With David Letterman.
"There will be a wall aet up
between the Curris Center and
the Industry and Technology
Building covered with Velcro,•
Wilson said. •The participants
will put on a Velcro jacket and
jump from a springboard onto the
wall. They will be stuck there
until someone pulls them off."
Every morning beginning at 8

Non-traditional students and
commuter
students
can
participate in a variety of
activities geared for them during
Non-traditional Appreciation
Week April19-23 at Murray State
University.
Sponsored by the Student
Government
Association's
University Center Board, the
week is planned to recognize
students who have experienced a
break between high school and
college or whose main life's role is
something other than being a
student.
"This is the first year we have
sponsored this event and
reflecting on the fact that nontraditional students make up
nearly a third of the campus,
many are virtually unknown. This

ltudy break-

• 8 a.m. each
day, free coffee
a.m., free coffee and coffee cake and coffee cake
will be available in the Currie In the Stables

Center Stables for the nontraditional and commuter
students.
In conjunction with Nontraditional Appreciation Week,
SGA and UCB are sponsoring the
Murray State Blues Festival.
The Lonnie Brooks Blues Band,
featuring a seven-piece band from
Chicago, will perform at 6 p.m.
Thursday in Racer Arena.
Follo.wing ~will be the Delta
Blues :Sand, a five-piece blues
band from west Tennessee.
"We will have a cash prize for
the belt 'Blues Brother' or 'Blues
Sister' look-alike,• Wilson said.
'We tried to plan the concert so it
would appeal to the older crowd."
Admission ia free with a college
ID.

•

11 a.m. to 4

p.m.,

Tuesday, Velcro
Wall, between
Currls Center
and I & T
b lldi
U
ng
• 6 p.m.,
Thursday, MSU
Blues Festival,
Racer Arena,
featuring Lonnie
Brooks Blues
Band and Delta
Blues Band

L-------....J
Graphic by L LANDINI

Workshops,
support
offered
Older student enjoys her
to non-traditional students

second time in college
By KELLY MENSER

AsalstMt Campus Life Editor

Linda Huebschman has two new adjectives

to add ·to her list of personality traits: nontraditional and irregular.

A
non-traditional
student
from
Madiaonville, Huebscbman is also classified as
•irregular," which means tliat she -is not
pUI"BU.iDg a degree, but is taking classes.
She obtained her bachelor's degree from
Indiana University in 1973 and returned to
school this semester to earn her teaching
certificate in business education.
For the past 20 years, Huebecbman bas put
her office management degree to work in the
accounting department of General Electric,
Modem Welding out of Owensboro and an
accounting firm in Madiaonville. So, why
would ahe give up all that experience to go
back to achool?
'The last couple of years, I just felt like I
needed to be pursuing another career,"
Huebecbman said. "I just felt that something
was missing."
Education waa a logical choice for the 43year..old returnee, since abe began as a French
education m~or at IU. Thi.e time, however,
she said abe stayed in the business field where
abe has years of experience.
That experience is what Huebscbman said
seta her apart from other studenta.

•I noticed this time around, I'm more
outgoing and I seem to be able to contribute to
class discussions more than I did in the past,"
she said.
Another difference Huebschman said she
sees as what abe calla a "recycled student" is
in her relationships with her profeasora.
"1 have a moN comtortable relationship with
them," abe said. -rhey know me on a tintname basis, where throughout my college
years the first time around, I was just a name
on a paper."
One thing that Huebschman said has not
changed that much ia dormitory life. She said
deciding to move on campus instead of
continuing to commute from home was
difficult for herself and her husband, Bob.
Having lived in White Hall since Spring
Break, Huebscbman said making friends on
campus has been rather easy.
•1 find that I'm m•king friends at all age
levels,. abe said. ·It was very surprising; rm
spanning four decades of friends."
Huebschman said these new friends have
helped her feel younger.
While her younger frienda may help her
keep a sparkling smile, square dancing
maintains her slender figure.
· Huebschman said she and her husband
belong to a square dancing club in Dawson
Springs and enjoy dancing at various
conventions.

Candidates to present papers
Starr Report

Four students who are in
the Bachelor of Independent
Studies program will present
their senior projects at 1 p.m.
Wednesday in the Currie
Center Barkley Room.
The students will describe
the work they have done to
complete the requirements
for the BIB degree.
• Stephen J. Hayden of
Owensboro will discuss
•company
Orientation
Program,
Texas
Gas
Corporation."
• William Greg Travis of

Benton will discuss "Galen
Gobson Gough: The World's
Miracle Strongman."
• Nancy B. Walker of
Bardwell will discuss
"Misleading Environmental
Claims in Advertising."
• Rozella F. Young of
Bardwell will discuss "The
Enhancement of Patient
Right in Nursing Homes.•
"We are proud to show off
the work of these students
who prove that adult
students following an
alternative baccalaureate
degree program can produce

work that Murray State is
pleased with," said Hughie
Lawson, BIS coordinator.
"The BIS program is the only
Murray State baccalaureate
program that requires every
student to write a senior
thesis."
The BIS is an alternative
baccalaureate
degree
program intended for adults
whose abilities to schedule
classes is limited by work: and
family responaibilities. More
than 60 people have
completed the degree, which
was establiabed in 1987.

Cautious
Living - - - - - - - - - •
With summer vacation rapidly approaching, many students will be
preparing for their summer jobs. For those students who are planning
to move, staying in an apartme'nt may be a new expe~ence. However.
; if you suspect violence is next door. here
sOme tips to follow: ' '

are

'1. If you hear sounds of vlolen~. oaJl ~~·'peil~~- immediately:

• DG not knook on the door In a.n attempt to irl'vestlgate or break•

·
· · . ' ,. ·.
· . ., .
· ' ~·
• Do not offer your home as a safe haven without considering the
consequences.
• Do not ask someone from a victiry'l services agency to contact the
abused person.

· : up a fight.

rca: GLAMOUR

--'lr

~---

-

-

-
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By AMY WILSON
CllfT1lUS Ufe Editor

For the average college
student, life consists of
classes, leisure activities and
frequent calls home for
money. However, one group of
students has a dift'erent way
of looking at the college
experience.
"Many non-traditional
studenta go to college for
career-related reasons, such
as wanting to get a job or to
obtain a better one," said
Billie Burton, coordinator of
adult outreach for the Office
of Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach. Nontraditional atudenta are no
longer claasified by age.
Instead, the non-traditional
student ia defined as one who
has had a break between high
school and college or whose
main life's role is something
other than being a student.
•At Murray State, between
a fourth and a third of the
undergraduates are nontraditional, • Burton said.
-However, about 45 percent of
the undergraduate• are nontraditional nationwide."
One way Murray State
University helps nontraditional students is
through hosting Adults
Belong in College wotklhops,
which are held six times per
year at on-campus and offcampualocati.ona.
At the worbhops, students
are provided with information
to help them with their
decision to attend college.
"I think the workshops
aeem to appeal to the
students because we get a lot
of response when the
workahops are advertised,"
Burton said. "'In fact, the
evaluations we get back from
the workshops are usually
nine something and above on
a 10 point ecale."
The
most
common
questions asked include: •can
I do college work? What
careers should I consider?
How do I get started? Is there

ij-A_SU____;,C;_..E_O_F_I_.I_FE
_ __,
All Campus Sing
Eleven groups will compete in the annual All
Campus Sing contest at Lovett Auditorium
Wednesday afternoon.
This year's performances seem to be taking
on a movie theme. Acts scheduled to be
performed include pieces from Little Shop of
Horrors, A League of Their Own, and Sister Act.
Sponsoring group Sigl)'la Alpha Iotawill award
prizes in three categories to the winning
fraternities, sororities and independent groups.
Story on page 3B

Photo by BECKY YOUNGWERTH

Thomas Centres, freshman computer science major
from Murray, gets back In the study mode, a sometimes
difficult readjustment for non-traditional students.

help available? How will I
pay for it?"
When
non-traditional
students enter the classroom,
many for the first time in
several years, they
often
frightened and ahaky.
•However, once they get
through the first semester,
most of them do really well,"
Burton said. -rhey are very
dedicated students and many
have made tremendous
sacrifices to attend school"
The
non-traditional
students can gather in the
Comfort Zone, a lounge
located in Ordway Hall, to
socialize and gain support.
•tt is a lounge with a
microwave, lockers and a
local phone for the students
to use," Burton said. '1t is a
place that allows them to
interact with others and gain
support."
The Never-Ever-Too-Old
Club is geared for nontraditional students.
Although many nontraditional students are
unable to get involved with

are

esiracurricular activities, the
club has 60 members.
The NETO Club, in
colljunction with the nontraditional committee of
University Center Board, is
sponsoring the annual Dog
Day at 11:30 a.m. today in
thl quadrangle.
-we have been really lucky
because it hasn't rained on
Dog Day in the past," Burton
said. '1 don't know if we will
be so lucky this year!''
Free hotdogs and soft
drinks will be provided as a
way for the non-traditional
students to thank the
University for its support.
The Student Government
Association provides the
funds to purchase the food
and drinks and the NETO
Club distributes them.
"'The
non-traditional
students are an exceptional
bunch of people," Burton said.
"They are all very motivated
and goal direc~ed because
they have made a sacrifice to
be here."

Greek activities

Sgrlng Week

Alpha Tau Omega fraternity will
continue Frog Hop activities this
weekend with a party at the ATO house
from 11 a.m. to5p.m. today for members
of the fraternity and all sorority members.
ATO will also hold an all-Greek party
at 10 p.m tonight.
Kappa Alpha fraternity's Kangaroo
Courtwillbeginat4p.m.todayatCutchin
Field. In the event of rain, it will be
moved to the KA house.
The fraternity will also hold an open
party at 9 p.m. tonight. Donations of $1
will go to KA's philanthropy, Muscular
Distrophy Association.

Stu®ntGovernment Association will
again sponsor Spring Week events next

week.
To kick off the festivities, a Western
barbecue will be held on the Stables
patio Monday from 4 to 7 p.m. Students
will entertain the crowd with popular
country music selections.
Other highlights of the week include a
Velcro wall in front of the Curris Center
Tuesday and SGA elections from 8:30 .
to 4:30p.m. Wednesday.
On Thursday night, lonnie Brooks
and the Delta Blues band will perform in
Racer Arena at 6 p.m.

.
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·Mudball offers variety
' By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY
Reporter

Mudball, sponsor ed by the
"' Student Alumni Association,
is back, and, Mike Hopkins,
SAA president, predicts it
will be a success.
Mudball is sch eduled for
Friday, April 23, on the north
end of the intramu ral field,
located n ear t he res idence
halls.

Although Hopkins said he
does not kn ow how many
t eams have sign ed up yet,

l ast year there were 35
teams.
Mudball is played in the
same format as volleyball,
except, as the name suggests,
it is played in 10 inches of
mud. The field is hosed down
by the Murray Fire
Department.
Two teams, made up of six
to eight people each, pair off
and
play
regulation
volleyball.
Hopkins said there will be
prizes for the winners,

althou gh they have not yet
been selected.
In case of rain, the event
will still be played. However,
it will not be played if there
is lightning.
"Mudball is always a lot of·
fun, and there is usually a
big turnout with anywhere
from 300 to 600 people, •
Hopkins said.
The cost is
$6 and
participants get a T-shirt.
The proceeds from Mudball
go toward SAA .

Las Vegas Night provides
free casino games, prizes
By KIM FISHER
Reporter

Las Vegas is coming t o Murray State
University tonight.
From 7 to 10 p.m., the St ables, located on
the frrst floor of the Curris Center, will be
transformed into a casino.
Phil P a rrish , h e ad of residence hall
programming, a nd the H ousing Program
Council, are putting together several table-top
games for students to play. But unlike other
casinos, this on e will not drain the student
budget.
"Everything is non-monetary," Parrish said.
"There is no payment."
The games, blnck jack, roulette, craps and
even bingo w ill be run with play money,

Parrish said.
"Last year we even had some guye come in
wanting to play poker, so we set them up at a
table and they played poker with the play
money: Parrish said.
Parrish said each table can accommodate six
people.
The last hour of Vegas Night will be
reserved for an auction for prizes, Parrish
said. The Housing Program Council, which
consists of the hall program advisers and the
hall directors, is working on obtaining prizes
for the event.
"Last year we had over $200 in prizes
donated," Parrish said.
The prizes last year ranged from tanning
sessions to pizza coupons, Parrish said.

April 16, 1993

Greek Man, Woman of
Year named at assembly
By KELLY MENSER
AMIItW1t CaJT1)US Life Edlor

Applause filled Lovett Auditorium
Wednesday night as Scott Harris and Amy
Rushing were named Greek Man and Woman
of the Year at the All Greek Assembly.
Both winners received standing ovations
from the crowd as they accepted their
plaques from Ross Meloan, adviser for Order
of Omega Greek honorary society.
A senior agriculture major from Greenville,
Harris is a member of Sigma Pi fraternity
and was sponsored by Kappa Alpha. Rushing
is a junior organizational communications
major from Paducah. She is a member of
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority and was
spolliJOl'ed by Alpha Omicron Pi.
During the past four-and-a-half years,
Harris has made several contributions to
Greek life at Murray State University.
These include his current term as Order of
Omega president and his service a8 past
president of Sigma Pi.
Additionally, Harris has been vice
president and Rush chairman of Sigma Pi
a nd has represented his fraternity on
Interfraternity Council.
Harris said his life has been changed
dramatically because of his involvement with
Greek life at MWTay State.
"If it wasn't for the fraternity, I wouldn't
have been as involved on campus,• Harris

Thanks to our awesome
pledges for a great

~
- Fry-Out!

said. "' think my time management skills
have improved a lot.
"' think the best thing rve done is the fact
that I rush as many people as I can, not just
for Sigma Pi, but for all Greek
organizations," Harris said.
He said his positive attitude has helped
him in this area.
Outside of the Greek system, Harris has
been active in the residence halls on campus,
serving as resident adviser and residence
hall d.i.reclior.
Also, Harris is a student teacher in
agriculture at Calloway County High School
and recently opened a student bookstore at
Austin Peay State University with four of his
fraternity brothers.
Rushing is, likewise, active in her sorority
and other Greek organizations on campus.
She has served a8 president of her pledge
class and Panhellenic Council, as well as
chairman of the standards committee.
"'My sorority is always my first priority,"
, Rushing said. •It's made me grow up and
develop
leadership
abilities
and
communication skills."
•
To live up to the standards implied by the
Greek Woman of the Year award, Rushing
said she plans to continue to be involved with
Greek life as well as other organizations.
Harris said he plans to work with alumni of
Sigma Pi to help the fratemit}' financially.

Tretom Can vas

$23.95
Tretorn Leath er

Keep up the great worK:,
you're almost there I
Love, Your Sisters
in Alpha Omicron Pi

$33.95
Factory DiScount Shoes
100 S . 5th St.

dQl:Y1ltP.wl} pn !}Je ~Wllb :..
:',
-.~~IL

Your ad could be here!
1
Advertise with the Murray State News! •

The best of luck to
everyone involved with

ALL CAMPUS SING
Love,

tlie sister in ~lplia Sigma .fil{plia

PLANT SALE
Friday, April 16
2:30-6 p.m.

and

"Indecent
Proposal'' (R)

'"'be

Scandlot" (PG)

"Scent of a

h10

T.OO

Woman•• (R)

9:40

Walt Disney's

h10

"AFar
s:.m
?.05
Off Place'' (G)

"Jack the
Bear'' (PG13)

Saturday, April 17
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
University Greenhouse
College Farm Road

1~

3:30

7:10
9:10

BargaJn Matinees
Saturday a Sunday 0n1y
11aJ1ain NJ.tbt is ThUJ'IIday

With Visae )'OU're accepted at more than I0 million places
around the world, flearly three times more than American Express.
).Jst in case )'OU ever come up a litrle short.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~
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Annual pageant planned
hour at a time until the competition.

By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. is getting ready for its lOth
annual Miss Black and Gold Scholarship Pageant slated for 7:30
p.m. Saturday in Lovett Auditorium.
The Miss Black and Gold Pageant is the longest-running
minority event on campus, said Tremain Lewis, coordinator of
this year's pageant.
Lewis, senior business administration major from Orange,
Texas, said the pageant, which began in the early 1980s, has
only missed one year of competition since its origination.
The minority pageant was started by the national chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha.
-xt was started to give young ladies a chance to show off their
talent," Lewis said. -It is not a beauty pageant; we believe in
intelligence."
Lewis said five contestants have entered this year's pageant,
and they will compete in five categories: pre-interview, evening
gown, on-stage interview, businesswear and talent.
He said the contestants will practice three days a week for an

•1 feel the importance of it is to give young ladies an
opportunity to not just show off talents, but also knowledge,"
Lewis said.
Lewis said the competition can enhance the ladies in the
future by helping lift their confidence in speaking in public.
The winner receives a $500 scholarship and goes on to
represent Murray State's chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha in the
district convention, which includes all Kentucky chapters of the
fraternity.
Tina Pollard, the reigning Miss Black and Gold, said the
pageant is important because it gives black women the
opportunity to be role models on MSU's campus, as well as in the
community.
•Jt helped my self-esteem,"said Pollard, junior elementary
education major from Mayfield. -&ing in the pageant enhanced
my communication skills."
Lewis ·said entrants of the competition must have a 2.0 GPA
and be single. If the contestant does not have a sponsor, one will
be found for her.

All Campus Sing set for Wednesday
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

Jimmy Buffett, A League of
Their Own, Sister Act, Little
Shop of Horrors and Disney
will make their Murray State
University premiere as part of
All Campus Sing at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday on the steps of
Lovett Auditorium.
Sigma Alpha Iota is
sponsoring the annual choral
competition between student
organizations, which has
become a Murray State
tradition since the 1950s.
Kathy Tayloe, chairman of
All Campus Sing, said 11
groups will be competing this

year
in
addition
to
performances by Sigma Alpha
Iota and Phi Mu Alpha.
This number is down from
last year's participation of 16
organizations.
However, Tayloe is pleased
that Springer Hall is among
the participants.
This is the first time in at
least four years that students
representing a residence hall
has competed. Residents of
Springer Hall plan to perform
a collection of Disney songs.
Groups compete in three
different
categories:
independent, fraternity and
sorority. Each category has

trophies for first, second and
third places. All organizations
receive a certtllcate of
participation.
First place plaques will also
be given in several categories
including Best Costume,
Crowd Appeal. which is judged
by the audience's response and
the Grand Prize, which is the
overall winner.
There is also a $25 prize for
best advertising poster, Tayloe
said.
Each group must pay a $25
entry fee, which covers the cost
of the prizes.
Sigma Alpha Iota alumna
will judge the groups on many

Reporter

Instead of just offering church ~ervices, the First Baptist
Church in Murray is helping Chinese students by holding
conversational English classes.
Sharon Siebold, a member of First Baptist Chu.rch, said
the students learn English by the Lipson method, which
uses pictures. The students then associate words to the
pictures.
Siebold said the goal of the program is for students to
become fluent enough in English to be able to go to the
doctor, grocery store or do any other task by themselves.
The church got involved, Siebold said, because there was
a need to help international students. She said the program
was originally started to help the wives of Murray State
University students.
Siebold said she got involved because she feels it is
important to show the students that people from the United
States are hospitable. She said when they go back to their
countries she wants them to look upon the United States
favorably.
"It's a great opportunity to make friends,• Siebold said.
"'t's the most rewarding thing you can do and you get back
more than you ever give."
Siebold said communicating with the Chinese is not
difficult. She said if something is not clear, they gladly
repeat themselves. ·
The adult Chinese are not the only ones learning. The
church has a nursery for the students' children while they
are in class.
Siebold said the Chinese children are picking up on
English quickly. She said some of the children are even
11urpassing their parents.
The children are learning through games that require
them to use English.
Kris Minks, senior English major from Frankfort, helps in
the nursery.
Minks said she finds caring for the children challenging.
•u is more of a challenge because it hard to explain to
them, but I have a great time," Minks said.
The church also offers other clasaes to Chinese students,
including Bible studies, crafts and sewing.
The church also hosts baby showers for the students,
provides assistance when the students have to visit the
doctor and helps them purchase cars.

(All Servica Confidential)

contestants in
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MISS BLACK AND GOLD
(jooa {uc/(f

, By MELISSA FARNUM

Free Pregnancy Tests

'71ie sisters of .fUplia Sigma .fUplia
wouU£ fiK!, to wisli tlie

II

different aspects of their
performance.
The score sheet is composed
of talent, 70 points; theme,
five; stage presence, 10;
costumes, five; director, five
and choreography, five.
Each group has seven and a
half minutes to perform.
They are penalized if their
program goes over the time
limit.
With the limit in effect,
Tayloe expects the program to
last about two hours.
Student
Government
Association election results
will be announced at the
program.

Baptist church
helps Chinese
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LIFE HOUSE CRISIS
PREGNANCY CENTER
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1506 Chestnut (across from 1 & T bldg)

VOTE 5/25/93 VOTE 5125/93 VOTE 5125193 VOTE 5125/93

A College Degree
Starts You on Your Way...

Our Ford College Graduate Purchase Program
Points You In the Right Direction!
31. 1993 (you're also eligible if you
are enrolled in graduate school
during the same period). Then decide
whether to purchase or lease ... and
take delivery by June 30. 1995.
Point your life in the nght
direction ... with hard work ... a new
set of wheels ... pre-approved Ford Credit ... and
$400 Ford factory cash. See us today for a test drive
and all the details.

Ford
Credit

• Pre-Approved Credit from Ford
Credit for qualified applicants
• $400 Cash back from Ford
• A Brand New Ford (Mercury)
Whether your college education
has made you an expert in Agriculture.
Zoology - or any field in between the right direction is straight toward a brand new
vehicle with recognized Ford quality and value.
Your college degree makes 1t easy because
Ford Credit is offering college graduates preapproved credit·, plus $400 Ford factory cash on
virtually every Ford or Mercury car or Ford light truck
we sell or lease.
All you need is a Bachelor's or advanced
degree earned between January 1st and December

[

Experience counts and
you can count
on VanHorn

J

'Pre-approved credit requires
verifiable employment w1thm
120 days of vehicle purchase.
with a salary sufficient to
cover ordinary livmg
expenses and veh1cfe
payments. A pflor credit
record is not necessary but, if
there is one, 11 must mdicate
payments made as agreed.

PARKER FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY, INC.
701 Main Sl
Murray, Kentucky 42071-1999

I

Also vote for:
Meg Sommerkamp - Senator-at-large
Ashley Morgan - Senator-at-large
Paula Harrelson - Senator of fine arts and communication
Kim Dirks - Senator of fine arts and communication
Becky Putney - Senator of education

Vote on April 21
3rd floor
Curris Center

(502) 753-5273
Paid for by the candidate
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TS & ENTERTAINMENT
Playwrights Fest celebrates fifth year
Staff report

A group of western Kentucky playwrights are
trying to bring Murray a little closer to New
York's Broadway.
The fifth annual West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival will begin today at the Playhouse in the
Park.
The festival is an effort to cultivate the art of
playwrighting in an area that can seem
removed from cultural events, said Timothy
Burruss, the Playhouse's executive director.
"I find it amazing that we've had a five-year
success with this festival in a regional theater,"
Burruss said. "It's just outstanding."
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The Murray State
University
student
composers
concert,
coordinated by associate
professor of music, John
Steffa, will be performed
at 8 p.m. Tuesday in
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
The
students
performing in the concert
represent a variety of
:majors throughout the
University, in addition to
music majors.
"They are students
interested in learning
about writing music,"
Steffa said, .. and the
program is a result of
work they have done
throughout the semester."
Kerri Jeralds, Jean
Vittitow,
Gavin
Thompson,
Dan
Henderson,
Shanab
South, Shane Milburn
and Chris Pendley are the
students scheduled to
perform. These students
are enrolled in the
Introduction to Music
Synthesis class or are
composition students.
Staffa
said
the
Introduction to Music
Synthesis class meets
once a week in a
classroom-type
environment, while the
composition students take
private lessons from him
weekly.
Kerri Jeralds, junior
music major from Herrin,
m, will present two violin
pieces that she has been
composing over the course
of her music composition
class.
"We started working
with
composition
exercises and continued
;refining them during the
semester," she said. "I
decided what I wanted to
do for my project four or
five weeks into the
semester. From that point
I just continued to work
on it each week to refine
it."

Producing the festival is almost a year-long
process. The fall months are devoted to reading,
discussing, critiquing and revising plays, which
are submitted to the festival in December.
Selection of plays is completed in January,
according to an article in Southern Theatre.
Production of each play is not the sole
responsibility of the Playhouse, BurruBB said.
"We have different groups like the MSU
Theatre, Paducah's Market House Theatre and
the Henry County Arts Council that take charge
of the plays," Burruss said. ':J'.hey cast, set
rehearsals and perform the plays themselves."
In honor of the festival's fifth year, a reception

Dance concert bridges cultural gaps
By KELLY MENSER

Other student works included
in the concert are By Blood
For three nights beginning
and Please, Baby, Please by
Thursday, you can learn about
Tiffany Cooper, senior theater
a form of communication not
major from Louisville. Also,
covered in the introductory
Beyond Friendship is a
SAT courses: body language.
collaborative student effort in
The Murray State University
the show.
Dance Theater Company will
Dance professionals involved
present "A Dance in Any
with •A Dance in Any
Language" at 8 p.m. April 22-24
Language• include Mei Hsiu
in the Robert E. J obnson
Chan of Taipei, Taiwan, and
Theater.
Laarie Ei.senhawer, director of
Directed by Jean Elvin, the
the Eisenhower Dance
20 members of the !{roup will
E01emble in Rochester, Mich.
build an international bridge as
Elvin said she invited her
they explore various cultural
friend from graduate school,
dances and musical styles.
Haiu Chan, to serve a
Among these cultural
reaidence at Murray State last
experiences is a piece that was
March. As a result of the
choreographed and musically
residency, the dance company
arranged by George Mwiruki,
will perform two martial arts
graduate student in music
dances, an entertainment
education
from
Kenya.
dance and an Americ an
Mwiruki's Amavega will be
modern dance by the
accompanied by the MSU
choreographer.
Percussion Ensemble.
Eiaenhower's Lovesongs is a
Elvin said this is the first
humoroua piece that explores
time in the concert's 12-year
ways of tryinJ to get emotioD.a.l
history that one person has
support. Set to music by
provided both the musical and
George Gershwin, the dance
dance arrangements for a piece.
alao touches on the universal
This year's concert is unique
theme of men and women's
in other ways as well. Several
view points on what is
of the nearly 15 dances were
Photo by JUD COOIC
emotionally satisfying.
choreographed by the students
ElYin herself also created two
themselves.
Robert Cathey, senior crim inal justice m aj or from Paducah, p ractices Tribute, the dance he daD«:es for the concert. Life's a
· "This one is different because choreographed that w ill be presented as part of " A Dance In A ny Language." The concert will be Bea.ch is a group dance which
we're more organized and more held at 8 p.m. Aprll22-24 in the Robert E. Johnson Theater.
uses
the
music
of
students are involved," said
Mendeluohn.
Robert L. Cathey, senior
Tribute, an American modern dance which usee a
Looking Toward Harve#, Elvin's second work, is a
criminal justice major from Paducah and member of likeness of the American flag as a prop.
solo piece set to poetry by Kentucky poet Wendell
the dance company...It's more studen~riented this
Tribute was recently awarded honors at the Berry and music by the Bulgarian Women's Choir
year than it has been in the past."
American College Dance Festival in Rochester, Mich. and Tom V anarsdel, asaistant professor of music at
Student involvement in the concert began mid-way It was chosen out of 43 dances to be performed at the Murray State.
through the fall semester, Cathey said. He said festival's Gala Performance.
The MSU Dance Theater Company's •A Dance in
company members may put in four hours a night at
"That was a big honor for me," Cathey said. •tt's Any Language" is free to students with ID and
rehearsals.
almost like winning the OVC tournament in reservations are encouraged. For reservations, call
Cathey's choreographic skills will be displayed in basketball. It's that big in dance."
the Johnson Theater at 762-4421.
Assistant Campus Ute Editor

'Fire in the Sky' alien scenes interesting, far between
By ANDREA JONES

REVIEW

Staff Writer

A new wave of alien propaganda hits
the big screen in the film Fire in the
Sky.
The flJ.m, which is based upon the
book The Walton Experience by Travis
Walton, is the alledgedly true story of
Walton's five-day abduction by aliens
several years ago.
The film begins with Walton, played
by D. B. Sweeney, and five other
members of a logging unit as they leave
from work one night.
As they are returning home, they
notice a bright red light among the
trees. The loggers move in closer to
investigate. Walton is then zapped by
what appears to be a spaceship and the
others leave, thinking he is dead.

The majority of the movie is spent
trying to find out what happened to
Walton.
The town begins to suspect the
logging crew, led by Walton's best
friend Mike, murdered Walton. The
prime suspect of the crew is Dallas, a
smart~moutbed troublemaker whom
Walton fought with before his
abduction. Even Mike,s wife begins to
suspect him of murder. It is a brilliant
example of how distrusting man
becomes when he doesn't understand
something.
The most fascinating aspect of the
movie, however, is the flashbacks
Walton has about his time on the ship.

It becomes evident that he really Sweeney i.e excellent aa Walton, though
doesn't remember that much about his we don't see him very much. One might
experience. What he does remember, also recognize Mike, portrayed by Bill
Patrick, the liquid terminator from
however, is disturbing.
In the film, be was experimented on Terminator II.
by the aliens; they did horrifying
Though the advertising is misleading,
experiments on his eyes, ears and Fire in the Sky does have a lot of good
breathing passages.
. qualities. The few alien scenes are
Be forewarned, these scenes only interesting. However, suspense is
make up about 20 minutes of the absent because everyone knows Walton
movie. They are few and far between; lives through the experience or else he
the real action of the movie is the couldn't have told anyone about it or
search and recovery ofWalton.
written the book.
Each of the men took lie detector · Still, Fire in the Sley is a very
tests and passed except Dallas. His test dramatic and interesting movie.
was unreadable. Several years later, in However, if you're just going to see it
1993, Travis, Mike and Dallas were for the alien scenes, wait until it is
retested on their original story and all released on video and rent it. You've
passed.
already seen most of the alien scenes in
There are many talents in this film. the previews.
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:TV's Tops
TV Guide is celebrating its 40th anniversary. In celebration, the editors
' selected television's all-time best. The following winners are:
'

1

Sitcom - M*A*S*H
· Daytime talk show host - Oprah Winfrey
Drama - St. Elsewhere
Comic actor ~ Jackie Gleason
Comic actress - Lucille Ball
Dramatic actor - James Garner
Dramatic actress ~ Tyne Daly
Game show - Jeopardy
Cartoon - The Simpsons
Daytime soap - General Hospital
Source. TV GUIDE

is scheduled for tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. at the Constance Alexander, directed by Elizabeth
Playhouse.
Bailey-Smith. They will be presented at 8 p.m.
Other special events planned for the festival tonight and tomorrow and at 2 p.m. Sunday.
include a 10~Minute Play Workshop featuring
A staged reading of Goin' Home by Timothy
When Pigs Fly by Ann T!lylor and Character Burruss, directed by John Fritts is scheduled for
Analysis by Jeff Kassing. The free workshop will 8 p.m. April22.
be conducted by the Actors' Theatre of Louisville
The plays, Dreamer by Robert Valentine
from 2-4 p.m. tomorrow at the Playhouse.
directed by April Cochran and Stepdaughters of
Plays scheduled over the festival's two the Confederacy written and directed by Bobbie
weekends include the plays From Main Street to McAdoo Greer will be at 8 p.m. April 23-24 and
Broadway, a tribute to past West Kentucky at.2 p.m. April25.
Playwright Festival Plays, directed by Brian
All performances and events take place at
Craig; Dump Town, by Sarah McNeary, di.rected Murray/Calloway County's Playhouse in the
by Stacey Ricketts; and Moonpie and Roses, by Park. For ticket information call 759-1752.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Blues Fest

Blues musician Lonnie Brooks will be a featured
performer in Murray State University's Blues
Fest.
Brooks, originally f rom Louisiana, has nine
albums to his credit. He also has averaged 250
performances a year for the past 10 years of his
career.
The concert will begin at 6 p.m. Thursday in
Racer Arena and will feature a Blues Brother/
Sister costume contest

Free concert

Symphonic band

A free concert in the courtyard is
scheduled for noon, Sunday at West
Kentucky Factory Outlets in Eddyville.
Entertainment will begin with
"Minimum Wage," a popular western
Kentucky band.
Country music star Ronna Reeves
will perform from 3 to 5 p.m. Reeves
has been featured in "Country America"
and "Music City News."
Other events scheduled for the 1993
season at West Kentucky Factory
Outlets include the second annual
Youth Talent Classic in June and a Jeff
Knight concert in July.

The Murray State University
Symphonic Band will perform at 8 p.m.,
Monday in Lovett Auditorium.
The symphonic band, made up of
more than 60 students from various
departments, will perform Mozart's
"Rondo," featuring Jack Dressler,
associate professor of music, on French
horn.
A suite of folk songs by contemporary
British composer, Ralph Vaughn
Williams and • An American in Paris" by
George Gershwin will also be
performed.
Admission Is free.
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End of the semester Blues ·
Lonnie Brooks, Delta Blues Band to perform in Racer Arena
Staff report

"Grab a coupla beers and get ready to move your funky butt."
Plans such as these, though not necessarily endorsed by The
Murray State News, are recommended by Guitar World magazine
for any one attending a Lonnie Brooks concert.
Brooks will be performing next week as Murray State's SGA and
UCB sponsor the MSU Blues Feat in conjunction with Spring Week
and Non-traditional Appreciation Week.
The concert, which also features The Delta Blues Band, will begin
at 6 p.m. Thursday in Racer Arena. The concert is free with an
MSUID.
Despite his successful career, which has spanned three decades
and produced nine albums, Brooks didn't begin seriously playing
the guitar until his early twenties in his hometown of Dubuisson,

La.
Pegged as one of the ha:rdest working men in show business by
Guitar for the Practicing Musician, Brooks has averaged over 250
live shows a year for the last 10 years.
Although he has enjoyed success in America, Brooks definitely
has a fondness for Europe and Asia.
Brooks has made seven European tours in the last eight years
and has starred in his own German TV special. He has had his
concerts carried live by the British Broadcasting Corp. and recently
finished his frrst tour of Japan. Three of his albums, Live at
. Peppers, The Crawl and Sweet Home Chicago were released solely
· . in Europe. Brooks' Bayou Lil!htning album received the Grand Prix
du Disque award at the 1980 Montreux Jazz Festival. It was his
appearance at Montreux that involved a chanoo encounter with Boy
Clark, which led to Brooks being an unlikely featured guest on Bee
Haw .
In addition to the concert, there will also be a Blues
Brother/Sister costume contest with cash awards going to the
yromers. The winners will be selected by an audience vote.

·Treat
Yourself
every
Friday!

Rlephotoe

Lonnie Brooks, left, headlines the Murray State University
Blues Fest scheduled for Thursday In Racer Arena. The Delta :
Blues Band, above, will open the show at 6 p.m. The conC811, l
which Ia free with an MSU 10, Is being held In conjunction wtth ~
both Spring Week and Non-traditional Appreciation Week.
}
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SKY DIVE
PARIS
Monday. April19

If you want to experience new
heights and lots of fun.

Western BBQ
Stables Patio 4-7

Iuesday. April 20
Velcro Wall
In front of Currie Center 114

~. . Call

Special Olympics
Election Bash Hot Dogger
I &c T Patio 11-1

at
615-232-5843

Wednesday. April 21
SGA Elections
C.C. Ballroom 8:30-4:30
Fun Flicks
C. Center Dance Lounge 11-3

Divine's Martial
Arts Presents:
.

"Best of the Best"
Western Kentucky Open
Karate Championship
Date: Saturday, April17
Place: Racer Arena
Tim.e: Events begin at 11 a.m.
Spectators: Adults· $3
Children • $1.50
Children under 5 • Free
MSU students with ID - $2

Events:
Kata • Sparring • Weapons
COMPETITOR CAN ENTER AT DOOR (9:30)
1st- 4th places awarded
levent-$20
in all divisions!
2event-$25
4.Grand champion
3event-$30
6 FOOT TROPB 114:S

ALL styles are welcome

ask for Cecil Outlaw
Jumpmaster/lnstructor
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DO YOU HAVE
A SUMMER
JOB?

If so, check out about getting
credit for it! .
Your summer job might make
you eligible for cooperative
education credit.
For more information contact:
Cooperative Education
and Placement Office
2nd flo.o r Ordway Hall
or call
762-2906
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ROOMIES

Hayes selected to perform
Christopher Hayes, assistant director of bands at
Murray State University, will perform at three concerts
during July at the Newport Music Festival in New Port,

R.I.
Hayes, who received his bachelor's and master's
degrees from ~he University of Louisville, presently
conducts the Murray State symphonic band, marching
band, pep bands and one of the jazz bands. He also
teaches courses in music education and jazz
appreciation.
In addition, he is an active trombone performer both
within the University, and in the community, a frequent
band clinician and ajudicator.
More than 45 concerts will be presented at the Newport
Music Festival, which will run for two weeks in midJuly. The festival hu become well known for presenting
young international artists in their North American
debuts and showcasing emerging American artists.

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

WORLD GONE MAD

Week In Preview
• Studio Production. Two student-produced one-act plays,

•Fam and Yam: and "No Exit,• will be shown at 7 p.m. , today In 31 OB
of Wilson Hall. Admission Is free to students with MSU ID and $1 to
genenal public.
• Chorale end Choral Union. Choral ensemble and orchestra
performance at 3:30 p.m., Sunday In Lovett Auditorium. Brad
Almquist and Dennis Johnson, conductors. Call 762-4516 for
Information.
• Student Composers Concert. 8 p.m., Tuesday In Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Ane Arts Center. Admission Is free.
• All campua-stng. -4:30 p.m., Wednesday on lawn of Lovett
Auditorium. Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota. Admission Is free.
• Student Art Exhibit. Jodi Lynn Price baccalaureate exhibit
Wednesday through May 7 In Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery of Price Doyle
Rne Arts Center. Admission Is free.
• Blues Concert. Delta Blues Band will perform at 6 p.m.,
Thursday, followed by Lonnie Brooks Blues Band at 7:30 p.m. at
Racer Arena. Admission Is fr8e. Call 762-6951 for Information.
• Brua Choir Concert. 8 p.m., Thursday in Annex Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Ane Arts Center. Ray Conklin, conductor. Adml88lon

JOSHUA WILKES'

WHEELER

18 free.
• Dance Theatra No. 12. MSU dance program will present 12th
Annual Dance Theatre Concert, •A Dance In Any Language,• at 8
p.m., Thursday, Frtday and Saturday In Robert E. Johnson Theatre of
Price Doyle Ane Arts Center. Admission Is free to students with MSU
ID. Call762-o4635 for reservations or Information.
• WHt Kentucky Pl•ywrlghta Festival. Fifth annual festival
of original works by members of the West Kentucky Playwrights will
be pet'fonned at 8 p.m., today and tomorrow and at 2 p.m., Sunday at
the Playhouse In the Park In Murray. Call642-313o4 for Information.
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You are an Awesome
Pledge Mom

Love,
Beta Chi Pledges
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RESUME
1 page with 10 copies on your
choice resume paper

$19.00
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Elect

Brian

VANHORN
SGA President
Experience:
~Current
~Current

Vice-President of Student Government Association
President of University Center Board
~Current University S.A.C.S. Accreditation Committee Member
~Current University Student Life Advisory Council Member
~Former University judicial Board Member
~Former Intra Fraternal Council Member

Experience counts and you can count on
VANHORN
paid by for by the candidate

Buffe~

Breakfast

"From aParty to Prison"
A mock Trial

April20, 1993
Tuesday, 7 p.m.
ITI Auaitonum
Refreshments Following
Open to the Public

Saturday & Sunday
7 a.:rn. to 11 a.:rn.

$3.99 ea. includes drink
•

at McDonald's
107 N. 12th St.

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE
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